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Iraisvafl aloH
2003 version bears
eerie resemblance to
last year's showdown
By Zach Baker
SPORTS E0I10R

7-0 NIU
THE HUNTED

A nationally-ranked team is traveling to face a difficult conference
jpponcnt in front of a large, loud
crowd.
That was the case last season when the
Kith ranked Falcons went to ix-kalh. 111. to
face Northern Illinois.
The Huskies, aided by a stadium full of
fans and noise, pulled off a 26-17 win over
the Falcons, ending their undefeated season. BG would go on to lose two of its final
three games, finishing the season at 9-3.
Falcon head coach Gregg Brandon said
the atmosphere in Northern Illinois made
it difficult for BG.
"We were intimidated from the get-go,
we couldn't hear," Brandon said."... we
didn't think it'd be noisy. It was noisier (in
Northern Illinois] than it was at Purdue or
Ohio State this year."
Now, the roles are reversed.
Northern Illinois, on the strength of an
undefeated season, is ranked 14th in the
ESPN/USA Today Coaches poll and 12th
in the Associated Press poll.
They will be playing at Doyt L Perry
Stadium, which is sold out for the first

time since 1983.
Quarterback losh Harris talked about
the Northern Illinois game after last
week's win over Eastern Michigan.
"This is a showdown right now," I [arris
said. "They're undefeated, and the stage is
set"
I larris said that this year's game resembles the BG-Northern Illinois game from
last year.
"It's almost the exact opposite of what it
was for us last year," I larris said. "We went
into their place, and we all know the
result. This Falcon football team has a Hide bit of a chip on our shoulder."
Falcon lineman Mike Thaler said the
Falcons want to get back at NIU for last
season.
"We went in there the undefeated team
... they knocked us off," Thaler said. "It's
complete role reversal (this year|, so we're
looking to pay back to them what they did
to us last year."
Linebacker Mitch I lewitt said it will be
big for the BG fans to create an intimidating atmosphere on Saturday.
"We need the fans more this week than
SHOWDOWN, PAGE 3
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6-1 BG
THE HUNTER

ESPN: increase in
patrons for businesses
By Monica Frost
REPORTER

The combination of Family
Weekend and College GameDay
coming to campus this weekend
promises increased enthusiasm
in the community as well as
increased sales for local businesses.
Area restaurants, hotels and

Julia Difranco BG News

SET UP: The GameDay set was constructed yesterday outside the south end of Doyt L. Perry
Stadium.

ESPN's GameDay show
carries high price tag
By Dan Gedney
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

$250,000.

Every week, ESPN spends
that much money to put one

school in the national spoUight
for a day, according to ESPN
GameDay Director Peter Lion.
This week, it's Bowling
Green's rum.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

Lion attributed the MidAmerican Conference's success
against nationally ranked
GAMEDAY, PAGE 2
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Police maintain
policies for game
By Greg Barth
REPORIER

With the part)' rolling into
Bowling Green on Saturday, city
and campus police are preparing to keep things safe and
secure.
Chief )im Wiegand, director of
public safety at the University,
said he does not anticipate
many problems, but is still
scheduling "more than double

SUNDAY
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stores are pulling their best foot
forward this weekend for students and their families, alumni
and of course ESPN.
SamB's Restaurant, 146 N.
Main St., is ready to "beef up the
staff and make sure there are
plenty of steaks," said Peggy
I^aUierman, manager of 13 years
at the restaurant. ESPN ground
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INSIDE
THE

the usual amount of officers" lo
deal with the expected crowd.
According lo Wiegand, aside
from the increased number of
officers, there will be no change
in policies or procedures.
"As has been the case with all
previous games, alcoholic beverages will be allowed only in
legally designated areas, and no
POLICE, PAGE 2

crew members were spotted surveying the restaurant and its
menu
on
Wednesday.
Leathennan said.
Lealherman is enthusiastic
about the effect the weekend will
have on local businesses. "They
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See who's on the field when;
Page 13.
Our experts, including men's
basketball coach Dan Dakich,
make their picks; Page 5.
The women's soccer team has
die chance to host a home playoff game; Page 5.
And in other news...
A girl and her hearse. Yeah,
that's right; Page 7.
Red Wanting Blue is our band
of the week; Page 7.
Complete guide to Family
Weekend; Pages 13-17.
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GameDay director hopes for crowd
GAMEDAY. FROM PAGE 1

schools this season as the reason
why ESPN is in BG this week
"The MAC has been kicking
butt the last few weeks." I.ion
said. "We actually wanted to go to
a MAC game for awhile now and
with Northern Illinois and
Bowling Green doing very well
this year ... This was probably
going lo bo the only opportunity
for us to acmally come to a MAC
game. It was always kind of high
on our radar screens and when all
the pieces of the puzzle kind of fit
into place with other teams losing and making those matchups
less appealing. So it was like,

'yeah let's pull the trigger and
come to Bowling Green."'
When choosing a location for
GameDay, I Jon and his crew look
for more than the marquee
matchup. While the Bowl
Championship Series rankings
do factor into the decision. Lion
said that they also look for sentimental value in the games they
choose. Last year they did their
show from the HarvardPennsylvania
Ivy
League
Championship game and this
season they made the trip to
Westpoint for an Army game.
"We like to do new and different things that we have never

"We can always do a show from Bristol,
but it just isn't the same."
PETER LION, ESPN GAMEDAY PRODUCER

done before." Lion said. "Clearly
we have never come to Bowling
Green, so that was also one of
the enticing things for being
here was; 'hey we've never done
it, it seems like a good place to
do a show from, let's hope all the
pieces fall together, and they
did.'"
In order to make an episode of
GameDay possible, Lion and his
crew put in an average of 40
hours over two days — the day

before and the day of the game.
In addition, Lion has people
back at ESPN Plaza in Bristol,
Conn, planning and preparing
for next weeks show while he is
on sight preparing for the
upcoming event. The biggest
reward Lion takes out of all this
work is seeing the support of the
fans; something he is hoping to
see a lot of tomorrow.
"I'm hoping we get them |BG
fansl out in droves, I'm hoping

there's a ton of people out here,"
Lion said. "One of the things that
makes GameDay exciting for us
is the fans. If it wasn't for fan
involvement and fans just being
a part of the whole atmosphere
of the game, it wouldn't be as
much of a fun show to do as
being a road show."
This season the GameDay
crew will spend every week of
the season on the road, something Lion and his crew prefer.
"We can always do a show
from Bristol, but it just isn't the
same," Lion said. "The problem
... when we do a Bristol show is

that it just sort of lacks the intensity and the energy. The whole
crew, everybody from Chris
|I'owler|, lee |Corso| and Kirk
IHerbstreit] on down just feed off
the energy once the show starts
and you get that from a crowd.
The crowd just kind of'geeks you
up' and that's what we look forward to. What I'm hoping for
from the folks here in Bowling
Green is that they come out in
droves and make the MAC what
we hope it is going to be."
GameDay goes on the air live
on ESPN from in front of "the
Doyt" tomorrow at 10:30 a.m.

GameDay, exposure likely to fill Security prepared
hotels restaurants this weekend for game patrons
POLICE, FROM PAGE 1

BUSINESSES, FROM PAGE 1

[busincssesl will definitely be
affected on the plus side with
additional revenue being generated."
Local hotels are also feeling
the impact of additional visitors
to the area.
According to Caren Zaft, a
manager at Days Inn, 1550 E.
Wooster St., the hotel is completely filled with more than .'i(M)
people on a waiting list.
"1 wish we had three more
hotels this size in the area - we

would have filled them up," Zaft
said.
The University hockey team
playing Union College has also
stimulated the need for rooms
in addition to I'amily Weekend
and GameDay, Zaft said.
Area book stores are also
experiencing an increase in
sales as anything orange and
brown flies off the shelves for
the big game.
Steve Donnelly, University
alumnus and manager of the
Student Book Exchange, 530 E.
Wooster St. for 20 years, said

GameDay shirts, orange wigs
and anything warm for the cold
weather have been hot sellers.
According to Donnelly, the
store has been busy and is excited for I'amily Weekend as well
as the arrival of GameDay.
"A lot of things had to fall
together in the cosmic universe
for this to happen - it's just
amazing."
But many of the benefits the
city and University will receive
are not monetary, Assistant
Athletic Director of Financial
Affairs David Sayler said.

"From an athletic standpoint
the biggest benefit is recruiting,
and from a University standpoint it is a chance to showcase
the University and town," he
said.
Sayler said the athletic
department is thrilled to have
ESPN on campus and that
ESPN is thrilled to be here.
"They IESPN] think it's great
to be at a MAC school and sec
what a MAC school is all about,"
he said.

alcohol will lie permitted inside
the stadium," Wiegand said. This
policy will be enforced the same
as it has been at all the other
home games this year, he said.
Wiegand also said his officers
"will be monitoring backpacks
and packages coming into the
stadium for anything that could
be considered illegal or dangerous."
Besides a major increase in the
number of cars, there will be no
change in parking— it will still be
$5, and the lot will open at 6:30
a.m.
Wiegand noted that aside from

dealing with students, his officers
will be very busy providing security for the overwhelming number of non-student fans, and also
for the entire GameDay
entourage.
"It's not just the students, it's
our job to provide a safe and
secure environment for everyone,
including both teams, and all the
fans."
Wiegand said he is confident
students and fans will behave
well, and encourages them "to be
respectful of fellow fans and
opposing fans, show good sportsmanship, have a great time and
cheer on the Falcons."

fall I lie Key Yearbook at 372-8634 lo schedule jour appointment.
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Get all your BG Apparel for the
biggest game in Falcon history
at the BG Bookstore
• BGSU JACKETS & CAPS
• T-SHIRTS
• STADIUM BLANKETS
• GLASSWARE ~
• PARENTS SPORTSWEAR
•MUGS
• STADIUM CUSHIONS
• SWEATSHIRTS
• OTHER BGSU MERCHANDISE

THE BEE GEE BOOK STORE
Your Complete off-campus connection
REGULAR HOURS
Monday-Friday 9:00a.m. - 5:30p.m.
Saturday
9:00a.m. - 5:30p.m.

SI'LCIAL FAMILY WFF.KF.M) HOI lifr
Saturday 9:00a.m. ■ 6:00p.m.
Sunday
10:00a.m. - 4:00p.m.

353-2252

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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INTERNATIONAL FAIR TO BE HELD SATURDAY
The Union Multipurpose room will be the home of the 2003 International Fair
Saturday from 11 am- 3 p.m.
Sponsored by the Bowling Green State University World Student Association, the
event will feature a sampling of cultures from around the world. Presenters will offer
traditional foods, examples of original artwork and information on the culture of the
country or region being represented.

Miami (Ohio) plans
$5 million fix-ups
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

M1DDLETOWN, Ohio — With
enrollment nearly doubled in the
past 20 years, Miami University's
Middletown campus plans to
build a $5 million building to
serve students and the community.
The 21,600 square-foot center
would expand the existing
Johnston Mall building on the
southwest Ohio campus, about
25 miles north of Cincinnati.

The Hawk Haven, a student
lounge and study area in the
building, would be renovated
and account for 7,850 square feet
of the new building's space,
school officials said Wednesday.
11111 ill n icni at the campus was
about 1,500 when a lecture hall
was renovated into the Hawk
Haven 20 years ago. Today it is
nearly 3,000.
University officials hope

CAMPUS
TECHNOLOGY FAIR

donors and state capital appropriations will pay for half of the
center'scost. A fund-raising committee has been formed.
The campus has already
received a gift of $330,000, development director Sherry I'ieratt
said. Construction could start in
the fall of 2(KM if donations are
secured,
officials
said.
Construction would take about
15 months.
Tom Cm BG Nns
KEEPING UP WITH TECHNOLOGY: BG students, from left, Leah Souders. Kyle Cerny and Bill Kessler check
out the action at the Technology Fair.

Players say crowd support
will be instrumental
SHOWDOWN, FROM PAGE 1

we have ever needed them since
I've been here,'' Hewitt said.
"Northern Illinois' crowd Hast
year) was like a 12th man and it
affected the game. 1 hope this
week our student body and our
fans come out and do the same
tiling to help us win."
Of course, in order to win, B(l
will also have to contain the Nil)
running game, and specifically.
Heisman Trophy candidate
Michael Turner.
Turner rushed for over 100
yards in the Huskies' win over
Western Michigan Saturday,

making it the 17th time he has
done it in his career.
One of those games was last
season against BG, when Turner
rushed for 192 yards on 40 carries.
ITie Falcons are coming off a
game in which the defense had
trouble stopping the run.
Eastern Michigan's Anthony
Shenx'll was able to avoid tackles
and rush for 187 yards in BG's 3320 win.
Thaler said that letting Turner
have success on the ground could
open up the passing game for
NIU.
"We can't let the nin beat us too
bad because they're going to run

it and run it. and then ... they're
going to hit us with a deep pass,"
Thaler said, "lip front, we gotta be
able to stop that nin."
Despite all the hype and emotion surrounding the game,
Brandon said it shouldn't have a
negative effect on BG.
"Our kids remember last year,
how disappointing that loss was,
Brandon said."... we don't need
to say much about that stuff. We
need to block and tackle, that's
what we need to do.
The game will take place at 4
p.m. at Doyt Perry Stadium
tomorrow.

Music college to host
Young People's series
THE BG NEWS

Tomorrow, the College of
Musical Arts will launch the seventh season of its Young I'eople's
Concert series. With "j loms-aI'lenty," the college will continue
its unrk towards introducing
various styles of music to children. The show will take place in
Bryan Recital 1 lall of the Moore
Musical Arts Center at 11 am.
At this first concert. Assistant
Professor of Horn Rosemary
Williams will detail the history
and development of the horn
With help from the BOSH Horn
Ensemble, will demonstrate the

versatility of this instrument.
On Nov. 15. the series continues with The BOSH Women's
Chorus and director Dr. Mark
Munson's "The Trouble with
Trebles." It continues with
"Clarinet Candy," presented by
the Clarinet Choir and director
Kevin Schenipf on Dec. 6.
After an off month in January,
the series picks back up on Feb. 7
with the harp students from the
studio of lulie Huzzelli presenting "You (iotta I lave 1 larp."
The series then finishes off the
season with "Funharmonia,"
featuring the Bowling Green

Itiilharmonia conducted by Dr.
T'mily Freeman Brown. Though
meant for children over ."> years
of age, all ages are welcome at
the concerts, which last 45 minutes each and cost $1 for children and $2 for adults, Spat e Is
limited, so attendees are encouraged to arrive early in order to get
a seat.
Tor further information about
the Young I'eople's Concerts, call
419-372-8171 or 1-800-589-2224,

or visit www.bgsu.edu/coileges/music

BGSU College of Musical Arts
BOWLING

GREEN

STATE

UNIVERSITY

SOUNDS OF
THE STADIUM
featuring

The Falcon Marching Band

WAL* MAHAL-WAYS

LOW PRICES

fjltotofi:

SM

Come and hear the music from the FMB's 2003 season!

SUNDAY, OCT. 26 AT 3 P.M.
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center
TICKETS: $8 adults and S5 students
CALL: 419/372-8171 or 800/589-2224
Center Box Office Open Weekdays Noon to 6 p.m.

APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE NOW!
EFFICIENCIES
1 Bedrooms
Bedrooms
Furnished
and
Unfurnished
Units
with
Several
Locations
Available
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE. INC.
.<I9 K. Wooster Street, Howling Green, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (41») 354-2260.
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30.
Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00.
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Offering you these special services:
• Pharmacy
• Vision Care
• Quick Lube Express

• School Supplies
• One-Hour Photo
Processing

1120 SOUTH MAIN STREET
352-3776
STORE HOURS:
Monday-Saturday
7am- 11pm
Sunday
9am-10pm
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"Attention to health is life's greatest
hindrance."
PLATO, PHILOSOPHER
Inewwu'luiiml

OPINION

Safety is a big factor at GameDay
Everyone knows how exciting
this weekend is going to lie.
For the first lime in its history.
Doyl I_ Perr>' Stadium will host
a nationally televised game.
ESPN GameDay will be on
campus, broadcasting live
tomorrow morning.
Our football team will be
engaged in perhaps iis most
important game ever.
Certainly, ihcre is reason for
celebration, reason to smile,
reason to gel wild and have fun.

A win over Northern Illinois
would be huge in both the
standings ol the Mid-American
(inference and also in Improving BG's bowl chances.
Everyone should enjoy the
weekend.
But there is a limit.
Most of us know where the
limit lies. While sometimes the
difference between fun and
recklessness can be surprisingly
thin, we owe it to our school,
our families, and most of all.

ourselves, to respect that difference.
Everyone should be able to
embrace this incredible weekend, and everyone has the right
to enjoy it as much as possible.
But doing something to
endanger yourself and others
should not be part of that equation.
Incidents in Toledo and
Nebraska should act as
reminders to all of us that there
can be harm, in some cases life-

Education on diversity can help
rid society of much ignorance

©

BRADEY WEAVER
Opinion Columnist

On the 7th floor of Olfenhauer
East there is soda] activism going
on — DALE (Diversity
Awareness and Language
Education) project.
This project's goal is to point
out that words seen as hateful,
derogatory and racist are being
haphazardly used by many peopie in daily life. Many arc
unaware that they even use
them. The major ideas behind
the DA1..E. project, (reducing
hate and division) are great.
The problem becomes the
context of the situation in which
Uiese words are being used. Our
rights as Americans to say whatever we want no matter the
social or personal effect be, do
not directly agree with this form
of personalized censorship.
Regardless of what you believe,
you should come over and check
ihis out to make up your own
mind.
One of the issues brought up
by DALE is the use of gender
biased wording in every day life.
Should everyone use completely
limp language when speaking
about men and women? Is it a
good thing to use words which
have no connection to those
being spoken? Of course not! You
will never get people to even pay
attention to things that don't
have an effect on them. So. gender loaded statements are a good
thing.
Seriously though, does anyone
have an overwhelming problem
with the word "mankind?"
Is it really such an oppressive
and dominating word, one used
to keep die female of the species
under the boot heel of men that
it must be left out of our daily
speech? If you answered yes, you
are one of two things: a highly
radicalized feminist who will
never lie satisfied with the way
the world is until women domi-

nate men or you are an extremely noble and caring person who
would go to the extent of ridiculous self sacrifice to make your
fellow human beings feel more
comfortable when you talk. Even
so. just because some people feel
this way does not mean it is the
best or correct way to deal with
gender loaded language.
What about the perceived
racist aspect of language?
A few of the sentences from
the DALE project refer to these
things directly such as, "diat's
gay", "you can't lew me down,1'
and "we can just nigger-rig it." 1
don't really find anything intrinsically wrong with these sentences. N'olMidy seems to even
try to look at them for their positive connotations; everyone's just
too preoccupied with the hate.
I low great is it that within a 30
year time span, homosexuality
went from being a subject so
misunderstood and feared that
people didn't speak abOUl it, to
developing into an open, morre
accepted lifestyle.
Generally, gay people are
looked at as energetic, flamboyant and very knowledgeable
about art and fashion, which is
by any standard are not derogatory. Our society has progressed
to die point where shows like
"Will and Grace" and "Queer Eye
for the Straight Guy" are not only
acceptable! but popular. With
this in mind. I don't find someone saying "that's gay" bad at all.
The Jewish community is
looked at as weO-populated with
very talented, rich and powerful
businessmen. After all the Jews
have been through, they have
not only survived but thrived in
the world.
The lewish community is also
seen as so Intelligent and good at
making deals and working things
out for themselves that odier
people, being forced to recognize
this, pay attention when doing
business with them. Hie thought
of how good they are at business
has even led some radical individual to believe there is a world-

wide Jewish conspiracy (This of
course is nuts, and die fact that
some people believe it is a testament to how smart Jews are is
amazing, I even know a couple
of lew s who think its more hilarious dian derogatory).
Another historically oppressed
group are blacks. Jn spite of the
fact that they have been
oppressed they just keep prevailing.
fifty years ago blacks weren't
even treated like people. Now
they have brought themselves
into a position where more than
ever before can continually
progress. Within this line of
thinking we find the term, "nigger-rig."
I recognize dial the "N" word
is so heated that people will
probably never get over it, but
please bear with me. This term
signifies that even when a black
person is being kept down, you
can't keep them down.
If something breaks they'll fix
it in an incredibly inventive way,
whether it be a car, a toaster or a
stereo. Eor a limitless numlier of
problems that occur, they have
found limitless solutions. It is
because of this that the term
should not be seen as negative,
but a tribute to the power of a
people.
In my opinion it's a tragedy
that white people have no term
attributed to them without having all the obstacles in die way.
The DALE project is a powerful
social move to bring about
recognition of language and how
the perception of words can
influence and effect people.
However, a powerful bi-product of the DALE, project, which
may have been intentional and
may not have, is to think more In
depth alxiut the way people hear
the language and not just speak
it. The huge problem isn't that
words are being said, but how
the words are being heard and
perceived. Either way, we all
need to open our minds more.

WANT YOUR OPINION TO BE HEARD?
SEND YOUR LETTERS TO THE EDITOR OR COLUMNS
TO:
THENEWS@BGNEWS.COM
OR FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL US AT

419-372-6966

altering harm, in taking fun at a
football game too far.
Our football coach and the
administrators on this campus
encourage a boisterous and
atmosphere for the game
tomorrow.
But encouraging enthusiasm
is not the same as asking fans to
go beyond it.
The fact is that no one wants
to see someone get hurt, and no
one wants to be a detriment to
the football team rather than an

PEOPLE
0NTHE STREET
How do you get your
game face on?

n

■

CHARLES BAKER
SOPHOMORE,
ACCOUNTING

"A night on the town."

JOSH STUCKY
SOPHOMORE,
CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT

'•Shillasr

SHAWN BARTHEL
JUNIOR, FILM STUDIES

"15 beers, two Italian
sausages and
screaming in front of
the TV cameras."

RICK ACKER

advantage.
Gregg Brandon said earlier
this week that the fans can have
a great influence on the game
by being loud and intimidating.
So when we head out to the
stadium tomorrow, we should
be ready to support BG in any
way possible.
But we should also be safe.
We should make it as difficult
as possible for Northern Illinois
to hear when thev enter the
field.

That's what Northern Illinois
fans did to BG players last season.
As fans, we can have a major
impact on tomorrow's game.
Let's just make sure it's the
right type of impact.
Let's make ESPN and the rest
of the country wonder why it
has taken so long to come to
Bowling Green.
l-et's make sure that the rest of
the country sees that BG is a
great place for football.

J51TERS TO THE EDITOR
GameDay can
help to build
community
Eirst, congratulations on an
excellent editorial in
Wednesday's BG News.
"Students want to lie part of
GameDay" made an insightful
statement about community on
this campus.
A few years ago, a numlier of
people were involved with a
project titled "Building
Community." Some thought
Building (^immunity was possible while others viewed the project as unrealistic and even
unnecessary.
As one ol die members of the
Building Community committee and proponent of the
Students first philosophy that
some on campus subscribe to, I
believe the BG News editorial
staff did an excellent fob of
communicating how a sportsrelated event can go beyond the
actual game and develop a
sense of community, teamwork
and pride within an institution
of higher education.
As you stated, on Saturday we
an' not members of a cultural
group, minority group or Greek
group, we are indeed EA1.CON
EANS.
I hope all members of the
B( iMI community not only
savor the moment but also
incorporate the sense of B( 1SU
community in our everyday
lives that this institution so richly deserves.
Ifiere is no doubt that BGSU
is on the road to becoming the
premier learning community in
Ohio and one of the best in the
nation.

DUANE E. WHITMIRE
DIRECTOR OF STUDENT
fECHNOLOGY CENTER

Parties prepare
for debate on
Sunday
Over the past several weeks, I
have watched die political
events on campus unfolding
with what could only be called
glee. As a political science
major, 1 am saddened that so

many college students, and
Americans for that matter, think
their vote does not count. In
the 2000 Presidential Election.
we learned two important
things: always make sure to follow dircclions\ and everyone's
vote matters.
This weekend, an important
even) will take place in our area
land no, it doesn't involve ESPN,
although that is important as
well). I am referring to the
Democratic Presidential IX-bate
which will lake place Sunday
night. While few will see the
debate in person, Eox News (a
"fair and balanced" media outlet) will air the debate for everyone not in attendance to enjoy
(Please check your local listing.
BGSIJ College Democrats will
be in Detroit on Sunday to
attend a rally before the debate.

Vbu might remember the

College Democrats as the organization on campus that registered the most new voters for
the upcoming election.
This, however, isn't an ad for
die College Democrats. Nor
am I trying to put down the
College Republicans, although
there is an endless debate over
which political party loves
America more. The
Republicans take shots at the
Democrats and say they "hate
America." The CSP recently
published an entire "zine" (if
you will) bashing the liberals on
campus and in our country.
Many Democrats think the
Republicans only care about
themselves or big business.
Many Democrats don't agree
widi the actions of our
President. But in the end, no
matter our party lines, we are all
Americans
While the debate this
Sunday night is a very important event, Nov. 4,2003, is a
much more important day.
Aldiough it is not a Presidential
election year, it is nevertheless
still your right and responsibility
as an American to vote. No
matter your party affiliation, let
your voice be heard on Election
Day. Spend some time in
advance and do some research
to make yourself an informed
voter. Democracy is not a
spectator sport.

AMANDA DLUGIEWICZ
SfUDENT

SENIOR, PSYCHOLOGY

"My game face is
always on."
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Falcons on the playoff bubble
By Zach Baker
SPORTS EDITOR

Samwttia Anderson BG New

CRUNCH TIME: A BG player attempts to beat a Toledo player to the ball earlier this season. The
Falcons next two games will weigh heavily on their post-season chances.

The women's soccer team left
BCi knowing thai the next two
road games will decide the fate of
their postseason aspirations.
In the tightly contested MidAmerican Conference, eight
teams will qualify for postseason
play.
The Falcons are currendy in
eighth place with a 4-4-2 MAC
record. Depending on how the
next two games go, BG could find
themselves hosting a playoff
game in two weeks — or out of
the playoffs completely.
The Falcons begin their quest
for the playoffs with a game
today against Ohio at 4 p.m.
like the Falcons, the Bobcats
are fighting for their playoff lives,
at 4-6-1 and sitting at 10th place
in the MAC.
Falcon coach Andy Richards

said that while Ohio has struggled at times this season, they
will present a tough challenge for
BG.
"They're in the same position
as us," Richards said. "They're
playing good soccer but just
haven't had the winning goals or
the bit of luck when it's needed."
Richards said that in order for
BG to get lucky, they will need to
play well. He said there are several examples from this season
when BG was rewarded for consistent play.
T think you create your own
luck," Richards said. "I'm sure
people will be saying that we
were lucky to come back against
Miami, or lucky to get that late
goal against Akron... we'd have to
argue that we earned that luck."
Following the game against
Ohio, BG will travel to West
Virginia to take on Marshall, a

team that has had a difficult season, currently at 2-8 and in next
to last place.
Richards said that regardless of
Marshall's record, they always
put forth a strong effort.
"They have always been a hard
working team, and I expect to see
the same from them again,"
Richards said. "It's their senior
day and their last game of the
season, so I'm sure they'll be
pretty fired up to play."
With the Falcons controlling
their own destiny in regards to a
playoff appearance, BG player
lenny Berlovan said she looks for
BG to come out strong this weekend.
"I'm expecting us to come out
hard, because we know we have
to win both games," Berlovan
said. "I think we'll have confidence and take it to them."

Hype continues
By Chris lurmann
THE NOBIHfRN STAR

The MAC West title will be
decided Saturday afternoon in
Bowling Green, Ohio.
Ignore undefeated Toledo;
they won't be able to beat both
Bowling Green and NIU.
Tiebreakers, therefore, will all but
assure NIU of the MAC West title
provided they take care of
Bowling Green this weekend.
It certainly seems like cause for
excitement. I mean, we've all but
wrapped up a bowl game for the
first time in 20 years, right?
One problem. Bowling Green
is the scariest mid-major team
I've seen this season.
It was only one game, a game
they lost, but it was enough to
convince me to fear the Falcons.
BGSU went into Ohio State,
the defending national champions, and fell 24-17, with the game
decided on an interception with
less than a minute remaining
This team put fear into Ohio
State and I'm sure they're keeping
|oe Novak up late all this week.
It all starts at quarterback,
where Josh Harris, or Lethal

Weapon 5 as his Heisman campaign nicknames him, leads the
most unique offense in the country.
Ninety percent of the offense is
run out of the shotgun with four
or five wide receivers. Every skill
position is interchangeable.
A running back who also plays
wide receiver and sometimes
quarterback. The quarterback
who is sometimes the running
back and will occasionally shift to
wide receiver before the start of
the play.
And everything ends up in the
hands of the Lethal Weapon. He
can pass, run, catch and do
everything The whole system is
so unconventional that it works
and is impossible to defend
against perfectly on every play.
The offense has worked so well
it ranks No. 2 in the country. It
allowed them to beat No. 11
Purdue and nearly snap Ohio
State's winning streak before
Wisconsin beat them a few weeks
later.
The defense? To be honest 1
don't remember much. Maybe I
was just too focused on how we

Soccer closes out MAC
schedule this weekend
By Chris Willig
SPOIUS REPORTER

The men's soccer team has an
extremely busy and important
series of games in the upcoming
weekend. The Falcons are facing
two Mid-American Conference
teams this weekend, one at home
and one on the road
The first stop this weekend will
be in 1 luntingtun. W. Va Today's
game matches the Falcons up
against Marshall at 5 p.m. Marshall
is currently coming off a win
against AkJerson-Broaddus. This
weekend will also mark Marshall's
last home game this seasoa
The Herd is currently 5-10-0
overall and 1-3-0 in the MAC
Despite their record Marshall has
been very strong defensively in the
past few games, and has only
allowed four goals and four
shutouts in the past seven games.
Following today's game the
lalcons head home to dose their

MAC schedule on Sunday. The
Falcons are hosting Western
Michigan at Cochrane Field at 2
pm
The Broncos are coming off a
tough loss to Michigan State on
Wednesday, but should come out
fresh after three days of rest
Vtestem Michigan is currently 4-20 in conference play and find
themselves in third place in the
MAC, one spot ahead of the
Falcons.
The Falcons are coming into this
weekend after a tough loss to
Oakland at home on Tuesday and
the 6-3-3 Falcons are currently in
the middle of the MAC with a 2-2-0
record
Following this weekend's game
the Falcons will know where they
stand in the conference going into
the MAC toumamenL The MAC
tournament follows two non-conference games for the Falcons and
will begin on Nov. 8.

BGNEWS
BRIEFING
Special ticket offer for Falcon hockey game
Present your BG-NIU football ticket stub at the BG Ice Arena
and receive $4 off admission to tomorrow's BG-Union hockey
game. The game has been moved from 7 to 8 p.m. to accommodate fans who would like to attend both games.

would try and combat this
Bowling Green offense.

I just wonder how we're supposed to stop losh Harris now.
The same losh 1 lam's we struggled to stop when he was a year
younger and on the road.
This Falcon team wants
revenge. We stole their thunder
last year when we knocked them
from among the undefeated.
Their resume is just as impressive as ours. Not to put down the
great teams we beat, but right
now Alabama, Maryland and
Iowa State are a combined 10-12,
while Purdue and Ohio State are
a combined 12-2.
It's going to take a great game
from one side of the ball to beat
Bowling Green. Either the offense
needs to put together its best performance of the year or it has to
be the defense.
If either happens, we will win
Saturday. If they don't, we will be
sitting at home hoping for someone else to lose just like last year.
Editor's note: Article excluinged
with NIU's campus neivspaper.

Jefl Rooerson AP Photo

MARQUEE GAME: Northern Illinois quarterback Josh Haldi (10) looks to throw during the fourth quarter
against Western Michigan last weekend in Dekalb, III. NIU takes on BG tomorrow.

BG SPORTS PICK OF THE WEEK
In the words of the illustrious Brian George. When
GameDays in town, you might want to crank it up a little
bit" We've done so. In addition to studs Zach Baker and
Dan Gedney, former sports editor Joel Hammond and
basketball coach Dan Dakicti join the fray. Good luck to
Zach in getting his parents into the game.

No. 12 Northern Illinois at
No. 23 Bowline Green

Bowling Green
24-20
The nation observes
a great Falcon triumph.

Bowling Green
29-23
K-E-G spells
enormous Falcon
victory.

Bowling Green
24-17
Magner/Newson
score 24, eclipsing
scoring in bball.

Prediction
Score
Rant

Purdue
18-10
Good vibe, 1 lie.
would you let it ride?
Michigan loses.

Michigan
17-14
Wow Joel, that was
really, really, really
not funny
>

Purdue
91-31
If you say PU real
fast, it sounds like
a bad smell. Get it?

Tie game

Prediction
Score
Rant

Toledo
23-12
UT gets big play,
kind you find in a
secondhand store.

Toledo
28-17
Cardinals still in
shock after getting
thumped last week.

Ball State
101-100
Rob Vaughan and
Andy Barch suck.
Just because.

Ball State
34-0
Because 1 just don't
like Toledo.

Prediction
Score
Rant

Miami
71-70
Miami has hotter
girls than Kent, thus
my rooting interest.

Miami
45-20
Three MAC schools
in the Top 25??? It
could happen.

Miami

Miami
42-35
Szcerbiak outscores
Gates (Editor's note,
wrong sport, Coach.)

Prediction

Ohio State
Ohio State
6-0 ^^^^^ 13-10
0SU scores so little 3an we get an
offensive TD
they should get
Krenzel? Please?!
spotted points

Indiana
32-1
Yeah, they were
right all along:
Krenzel's awesome.

Indiana
10-3

Oklahoma
21-11
1 can't be rude. My
parents are in town.
Hi Mom!!!!

Oklahoma
35-20
1 still can't believe
they beat Texas by

Oklahoma
50-3
Sooners' next loss is
next September
against BG.

TOLEDO 12.5 FAVORITE
Miami (OH) at
Kent State
MIAMI 22 FAVORITE
No. 8 Ohio State at
Score
Indiana Rant
0SU 20.5 FAVORITE
No. 1 Oklahoma at
Colorado
OKLAHOMA 24.5 FAVORITE
RECORDS

DAN DAKICH
Basketball's Badboy

Bowling Green
26-17
BG wins. NIU loses.
That's the way it
has to be.

MICHIGAN 5 FAVORITE
Toledo at
Ball State

JOEL HAMMOND
Design Editor

Prediction
Score
Rant

BOWLING GREEN 3.5 FAVORITE
No. 10 Purdue at
No. 13 Michigan

ZACH BAKER
Sports Editor

• <•> ©

DAN GEDNEY
Asst. Sports Editor

Prediction
Score
Rant

30-12

Oklahoma
35-24
I'm with Coach D
on this one.

6-3
Hawks roll, set up
another showdown
Nov. 4 with BG.

52. Still!
32-10

29-13 (reporter)

0-0
No IU alum would
pick either to win
anything.

My alma mater
makes alums proud.

30-12 (guest)

CATCH AIL OF TOMORROWS FOOTBALL ACTION ON 88.1 FM WBGU. AARON RUND AND BRIAN GEORGE BRING YOU All OF THE ACTION. ZIGGY ZOOMBA'S PREGAME SHOW BEGINS AT 3 P.M.
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Ruggers win big at Northern Michigan
By Ashley Nehls
GUESt R[ PORKR

I he falcons lell liavcisc i it>
with a 43-10 win bringing their

record to 6-1.

Despite the long haul thai the
women ruggers made last
weekend to play Northern
Michigan University in Traverse
City. Mich, they still came out
ahead.
The Falcons hit the road at .">
a.m., prepared for a long drive
and a good game against NMD,
and a good game is just what
they got.

The H(i pack started off the
game for the falcons with prop.
(lassie limes assisting to a try for
lock. Chris I en/el. file tiv was
completed with Sara leary
making the conversion kick.
Line captain llayley I'eeney
brought on the next try for the
falcons with another successful
conversion kick from Leary. A

missed penalty kick by eightman T'asa Seibert left the score
at 14 -0 before the Northern ruggera followed Uli's lead and
scored a try of their own. with a
successful conversion kick. A
penalty kick by Leary brought
the falcon's lead to 17-7 going
into hair lime.
"Trie match was very competitive for the first forty minutes," referee Scott Wright said.
"Where the second
half

exposed the teams' fitness levels with BGSU putting four
more unanswered tries over.''
Katie finnegan was the first
to kick off the second half for
the falcons with a try and
another winning conversion
kick from leary. fenzel put her
second try for the day in the
hooks for the falcons with a
missed conversion bringing the
score to 29-7. The Northern
Michigan ruggers broke the

This weekend lire Bowling
Green State University volleyball
team starts their four-game road
trip by heading U) Michigan as
they continue their run through
the Mid-American Conference
schedule.
The falcons had a strong mil
ing last weekend, sweeping both
lolcdo and Northern Illinois in
conference play. I he four game
win over the Rockets gave BGSU
Its first season sweep over Toledo
since 1989. file fall cms ended .1
three-game losing sneak to the
Huskies with a four-sei victory
last Saturday night. Head coach
iX'nise Van Dc Walk has gotten
the falcons squad 10 hit their
stride at just the riglii time ol the
season.
This weekend the falcons look
to continue their recent success,
as they are 11-10 overall and 3-4
in M.u play going iiiio this weekend Friday night, Bowling Green
will travel to Eastern Michigan
116-4, 4-31 to take on the Eagles
which have dropped their List
three matches, all to MAC Iocs.
last year, BGSU dropped a lour
set match to EMU ai Anderson
Arena.
On Saturday, Howling Green
will take on Central Michigan (Kill. 4-4 MAC) that is coining oil
nvo five-set wins versus 1 astern
Michigan and Marshall over the

pasi week, I hey have won four of
their last five matches, farlier this
season, the falcons dropped a
four-set match to the Chippewas
ai Anderson Arena.
The falcons look to avenge a 31 defeat .11 the hands of Central
Michigan hack on October 10.
( Mil held Bowling Green to a
.171 hitting percentage while hitting at 303 themselves.
I he MAC race is extremely
light and one win or loss could
drastically change the falcons
seeding for the conference tournament. Bowling Green currently
sits in the middle ol the seventeam West Division in sixth place.
flic falcons are one and a hall
games back oil' the leader. Hall
Slate, and only one game ahead
ol last-place Northern Illinois.
BG is averaging a .211 hilling
percentage and 15.13 kills per
game, led by Taylor Twites 3.69
and Susie Norris' 2.91. Sanianiha
Rennau is third on the team, averaging 2.till kills per game and
Melissa Mohr is right behind,
accounting for 2.11. Amber
Maieski, who is averaging H.83
assisis anil co-captain Sara
Sikorski. who is averaging R87,

have combined to produce 1,035
assists this season
This weekend is |iisi the beginning of atom game road trip. Ihe
falcons will then return home for
three matches, when they host

Miami (OH), Ball State and Akroa

GMAC
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municating well, during this
game." prop. Brooke McCleary
said. "This caused us to execute
our passing, resulting in more
tries."
The falcon ruggers hope to
continue their good communication and their winning record
Saturday against Kalamazoo for
their last Michigan Rugby
Union game of the season.

leers host Union
this weekend

Spikers travel
to Michigan
By Brandon Drake
SP0RIS RfOR'tR

falcons' scoring streak with a
completed penalty kick bringing the score to 29- 111.
I.eary was the next to rack up
points for the falcons with a
successful try and conversion
kick. Claire Trainer had a break
away up the field resulting in yet
another try for BG with one last
conversion from leary bringing
the final score of the game to
43-10.
"1 feel that the team was com-

Ben Swanger BG News
SLAP SHOT: A BG hockey player takes a shot on goal against
Notre Dame last weekend. The leers take on Union in BG this
weekend.
By Kevin Shields
SP0RIS RIFORUR

'Hie Union Dutchmen of the
Eastern
College
Athletic
( A inference will hi' coming toBG
this weekend uiih an undefeated team that has gotten offtoa30 start. It will he the first nonleague series lor the falcons lliis
season, who have gotten off to a
1-3-0 start on the year anil are
looking for their first home win
of the year.
"It's going to be a good test for
us this weekend," head coach
Scott Piluch said. "This is a team
that gels a kit out of the gooil
work ethic and skill thai thev

bring to the game. We know well
have a tough two games with
this team this weekend and it's
Important that we win these
non-league games"
Union returns a young team
that went l4-16-4ayearagoand
finished in the middle of the
li \C standings. I hey have a
brand new coach lliis year in
Nathan Leaman, who was a former assistant at Harvard
Ihe team is lead by forward
Scott Seney, who has three goals
on the year along with five assists
for a lotal of eight points.
I oiwaul loel Heal iscoiniugolfa
two goal game and is also anoth-

er big offensive player for the
Dutchmen, forwards (ordan
Webb, Brian Kerr and Glenn
Sanders are other playmakers up
front, while on defense they arc
Brent Booth, Chris DiStefano,
and Matt Vagvolgyi. They arc a
big team and like to create plays
off of their fore-check, which is
something coach Palm h knows
his team will have to be aware of.
"They are a team that will get a
lot of their forecheck and can
bring a real physical game too,"
Paluch said. "What they've been
able to gel last year and so far this
season is the ability to have players finish good forechecks then
get some good chances "to create
goals."
for BG, the big offensive leaders so far in the season have been
the two senior captains D'Arcy
McConvey and Kevin Bieksa.
McConvcy has three points from
a goal and two assists, while
Bieksa leads the team with four
points on two goals along with
two assists. Bieksa leads the
team In shots with m and knows
he and McConvcy both need to
step up this year in creating
ixiints.
"I figure I can help us out a lot
lliis year especially on the power
play." Bieksa said. "I'm in a position on the power play where I
can put some shots Oil net and
create rebounds for the guys in
front of the net. This year me and

D'Arcy definitely feel a bit of the
obligation to take shots and create offense being seniors with
having to take most of the load."
Three of the falcon's talented
freshmen have already scored
points this season as well. Rich
Melodic leads the group with
two goals, followed by lames
linger with a goal and lonathan
sigalct with an assist.
The falcons tire coming off a
tough home opener in which
they out shot Notre Dame by a
good margin, but vverc unable to
get the puck in the net. They
were able to get their first win of
the year though at Noire Dame
last Friday Bieksa knows; fog last
few games will bring confidence
to him and teammates this
weekend.
"Getting that first win on the
road helped us a lot in giving us
some confidence." Bieksa said.
"We'd of liked to come back here
and get a win, but it'll give us
confidence knowing that we out
shot them by such a large margin. I think we are ready to go this
weekend and we'll need to be a
little more focused in the first
three minutes of the game after
giving up two goals last week
right away."
The game tonight will begin at
7:05 p.m. at the Ice Arena and
Saturday's game will be at 8:05
p.m. due to the football game.
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RED WANTING
'NEW': The Pulse talks
with Red Wanting
Blue's newest member
Stepro and frontman
Terry; PAGE 8
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calendar of events
Friday
10 p.m.
DJ Diamond B. Lee
Nate & Wally's
10 p.m.
Red Wanting Blue
Ordinary Peoples
Howard's Club H
lOp.m
Ooba Tooba
Easy Street Cafe
7 p.m.
Pre Halloween Dance
Union Mulipurpose Room

The Laramie Project
Joe f. Brown Theater
7 p.m.
UAO Presents: "Sinbad Legend
ot the Seven Seas"
Union 206
11 p.m.
UAO Presents: "Finding Nemo"
Union 206

Saturday
10 p.m.
The Outlaws 1 on 1
Nate & Wally's
10 p.m.
Stylex
Thunderbirds Are Now
The Planet The
Cat & Mouse
Howard's Club H
By Alissa LoFredo

10 p.m.
Catwalk Blue
Brewster's

""" WRITER

all heard the little creepy superstition "Don't you ever laugh when a hearse goes by for you
may be the next to die." Well certainly Sarah Snook at Baldwin Wallace College didn't seem to care
Not the typical college student Snook will be showing off her 1966 Cadillac Miller Meteor Duplex in
Toledo's first ever Classic Hearse and Ambulance Show tins weekend
The. show is only one of the many ghoulish events to take place in Toledo during The Black Cat Strut
which is. in essence a lurqc I (allow.-en costume party that benefits those animals at flic Paws and
Whiskers Shelter It includes live music food costume contests a cash bar psychics and fortune tellers

2 p.m.
The Laramie Project
Joe f. Brown Theater
7:30 p.m.
UAO Presents: "Finding Nemo"
Union 206
8 p.m.
The Laramie Project
Joe £ Brown Theater

PATTY HEARSE
Snook's Cadillac whu h she lovingly < alls "Pal ty " is a< tually a restored hearse "My car's t nil name is
Patty Hears.- aS m Putty llearsl 1 hut nume , ume from the last owner hut I think it applies to me too

9:30 p.m
UAO Presents: "Sinband Legend
of the Seven Seas"
Union 206

he, ause that . ur has robbed my hank ai. ounl way too many tunes " said Snook
"Patty" is 21 feel long and aboul 7 500 pounds rhc hearse's color inside and ou1 is cascade green whuh
is a i ross I i.t ween seuloum green and mint iire.im win. h makes it a runty ut . or shows "| 1 he hearses ]
are ull hlu. k and when you're in u parking lot full ot hlu. k hearses and you have a blai K hearse too it
isn't easy to find your car With Putty I never have problems finding her she's a looker all righl
l he . ur has been restored to look like it did m its .(lory days and now Snook boasts u registered antique
. ar I lowrver it wusn I un eusy task to gel "Putty" into shape due to the numerous repairs and hard to

Sunday
2 p.m.
The Laramie Project
Joe E. Brown Theater
9:30 p.m.
UAO Presents: "Finding Nemo"
Union 206
10 p.m.
Meeting Lions
Howard's Club H

PATTY fWJ

Page Design by Mike Metzger and Eric Fertel

'Evil Dead IF delivers new twist on horror

Monday

By Sean Corp

10 p.m.
DJs Zach and Kehoe
Nate & Wally's

PUISi WRIIER

Open-Mic Night
Howard's Club H

Tuesday
Comedy/Open-Mic Night
Easy Street Cafe
9:30 p.m.
UAO Presents: "Pirates of the
Carribean"
Union 206
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I had been considering what
film to review for Halloween for
quite some time, but it seems
fate has chosen for me, "Evil
Dead II: Dead by Dawn."
The director, Sam Raimi. is on
the lop of Hollywood, shooting
"Spiderman II."
The lead actor, Bruce
Campbell, is getting rave reviews
for his new role in "Bubba HoTep," a horror film about an
elderly Rlvis fighting a demon in
a retirement home with the help
of a black lohn E Kennedy.
There is even recent buzz
about the franchise being resurrected with the hero, Ash, fighting off Freddy and lason in a
sequel to last summer's surprise
hit

The "Evil Dead" franchise
marked the beginning of Raimi's
career. The director of films like
"Spiderman," "The Gift" and "A
Simple Plan" made the film in
college with a friend from his
hometown, B-movie icon
Campbell.
The film is low budget, lowbrow at its finest. It is basically
the same story of the original Evil
Dead, but with belter writing,
acting, directing and a much
larger budget.
The movie plays into cliches,
but takes them to their most
extreme conclusion making the
movie a perfectly horrific satire.
The plot centers on Ash
(Campbell) going with his girlfriend to an abandoned cabin.
When an evil incantation is
read, it releases evil spirits into

the woods and soon Ash confronts the walking dead, or "deadites."
There are corpses wandering,,
skeletons dancing, limbs missing, heads rolling and blood is
everywhere.
It is a movie lhat revels in ils
excess of blood, violence and
screwball comedy. A perfect
example is the infamous scene
where Ash's hand is possessed by
an evil entity and he is forced lo
cul il off.
The scene is alternately hilarious and gruesome as the possession is played for Three Stooges
type laughs but also bloody and
violent.
There is also a scene reminiscent of the famous scene in "A
Nightmare on Elm Street" where
blood shoots out of a bed and

onto the ceiling. In "Evil Deed II"
Ash looks through a hole in the
wall and is bombarded with gallons and gallons of hluod shooting into his face.
In "Nighlmareon Elm Street" it
is played to chill you lo the bone,
but in "Evil Dead II," it is played
for laughs.
Sam Raimi directs the movie
like il has Attention Deficit
Disorder. He has Ash jump from
scene to scene with no time to
rest and reflect on what is happening.
He confronts one evil entity
and bizzare situation after
another and the manic pace perfectly suits the movie.
There is one scene in particular when we see Ash from the
point of view of the supernatural
force in the woods. The camera

KEEP YOUR FINGERS ON THE PULSE OF CAMPUS ATWWW.BGNEWS.COM/PULSE
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w isks quickly through the woods
and knocks over the cabin door
chasing Ash through the house.
In one continous shot, he goes
from room to room knocking
down doors and laying waste to
the cabin. Il is something that
you truly have never seen before.
The performance of Bruce
Camplicll is absurdly over the
lop, but he knows it and plays
into it. When he replaces his severed hand with a chainsaw, looks
into the camera and slyly says,
"Groovy" you cannot help but
laugh.
I lowcver, Raimi and Campbell
are talented enough to make you
laugh for all the right reasons.

THE PULSE
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Driving a
hearse can be
quite a curse
PATTY, FROM PAGE 7

find parts slowed the process.

An auto in despair

Ptioto Provided
RED WANTING BLUE: (From left to right) Band members Epp. guitarist; Mark McCullough. bassist; Scott Terry, lead vocalist and the
newest member. Mark Stepro. drums.

5

'Red adds another color
By Angela L. Gorter
PUISC CDIIOR

Oxer this past summer, Red
Wanting Blue had a makeover.
The band, a staple at Howard's
Club 11 for the past several years,
has changed their lineup and
improved their sound.
With the loss of drummer
lonah Dolan and the addition of
new drummer Mark Stepro, the
band has found a revived sense
of energy that shows with every
upcoming performance.
"Everything is great, we could
net be happier." said Scott Terry,
lead vocalist for Red Wanting
Blue. "We were prepared for
lonah to leave and didn't want to
take a step back. We wanted to
not be just las good as before] but
better."
Stepro has provided a structured musical background to
help fuel the band's desire to
improve. From Gallon, Ohio.
Stepro has played the drums and
keyboard ever since he can
remember.
While studying at the Capital
University Conservatory of
Music in Columbus. Stepro started the band "Black Water Band"

with his best friend. After leaving
for Oxford, England during the
summer, he was picked up by
RWB's manager. Mark Anderson.
"People had been talking to us
about him and his band; he
seemed to just fall into our laps,"
Terry said.
The first show with "the new
guy" was in Cleveland at
Peabody's Down Under. "The
fans were worried," Terry said,
"but they are very supportive. We
wanted to show everyone that
we wouldn't miss a beat, so that
no one would even notice."
As to how the first show went,
Stepro felt "elated."
"It is great to see people who
were accepting of me. It was a
seamless first show," he said.
For Stepro. a guy who did not
even know RWB's music before
he tried out for the band, he said,
"I fell in love with it."
Even the lyrics came close to
home.
"IScottl writes about relationships, growing up and finding
yourself: I could really connect
with that."
'1 lie band as a whole has been
known for their creative and

touching lyrics mixed with a
hard-hitting live performance.
As a guy from a two-man
band, Stepro fell into the mix
with ease.
"Mark is a classically-trained
drummer who has studied for
years, he gives us feedback and
has tightened our sound," Terry
said.
"Our styles fit together
extremely well," said Stepro.
Mutual classic influences such as
Led Zeppelin, The Who and The
Rolling Stones have inspired the
band to create their own versions
of classic covers at each live
show.
For RWB, each and every concert brings new fans and a
refreshing attitude about the college rock bands of today's music
scene.
At the latest Bowling Green
performance last month, the
guys served up "You Can't Always
Get What You Want." a Stones
song which had complemented
their previous cover of loan Ictt's
"I Love Rock n'Roll."
"We always threw in a few covers. When we got Mark, we started playing new ones. We might

play one or two a night," Terry
said. "Those songs are great; they
give (the fans] a different feel for
the band."
Terry boasts of the new found
love for the music after Stepro
arrived, "Mark reinvigorates us.
We have a re-established love for
what we do."

RWB'S CURRENT TOUR
SCHEDULE
FRIDAY OCT. 24: Howard's Club
H. Bowling Green, with
special guest Ordinary People
SUNDAY OCT. 26: Schubas,
Chicago. IL with special guests
Fighting Gravity and Averi
HALLOWEEN SPECIAL
THURSDAY OCT. 30; Blue Gator.
Athens.
HALLOWEEN SPECIAL
FRIDAY OCT. 31: Jillian's,
Youngstown.
ACOUSTIC SHOW
SATURDAY N0V.1: Woody's.
Columbus.

"Patty" was in desperate
need of a new bumper since
hers had been rusted-out, and
finally after two years Snook
had found the bumper she
needed in Cincinnati.
On her way to the body shop
in downtown Cleveland, she
had the new bumper in the
trunk of her non-hearse car.
Not surprisingly, she ended up
in a massive pile-up on 1-90,
which totaled her car.
"I wasn't worried about me
being hurt or anything all I
could think of was how 1 was
just praying that no one would
hit me from behind now
because 'Patty's' new bumper
was in the trunk.
"After two years of frustration
and searching for that bumper,
and to now be in this accident I
was basically at the point of
thinking take me, not the
bumper,'" said Snook.

She drives a what?
One of the most bizarre
occurrences Snook encountered was while driving her car
on the Ohio Turnpike. She was
on her way to the Professional
Car Society, or the PCS, national meet in Grand Rapids last
summer when she stopped at
the tollbooth."... The ticket
collector refused to take my
ticket. She just gave me this
weird stare instead for a few
seconds, then started lecturing
me about how I looked so
much better with red hair,"
explains Snook.
"I asked her what she was
talking about, and she starts
telling me that I should just
stop fooling around with her
and admit to her who I really
was. I had no clue what she
was talking about, so finally she

clued me in, and told me that 1
was "that girl from 'Eight Feet
Under."' I asked her if she
meant that TV show 'Six Feet
Under' and she told me that I
was wrong, it was called 'Eight
Feet Under' and that 1 was that
girl on it." Snook finally had to
give in and admit she was the
girl on "Six Feet Under" just to
get through the tollbooth.
Snook and "Patty" are members of the PCS. She enjoys
showing her car off at these
events because her and her
hearse get too much attention
at regular car shows "You
wouldn't believe at a normal
car cruise how many creepy
old men ask me if I've ever had
sex in the back of it," said
Snook.
Despite the fun of having a
hearse to drive, it comes with
its own downfalls. With only 10
miles to the gallon, gas doesn't
come cheap, and the curtains
and panels make large blind
spots. "Owning a professional
car at times can be a big
headache - it's not exactly the
most convenient car to drive,
but if your heart is truly into it,
it's all worth it," Snook said.
Don't forget to look for Snook
and "Patty" this weekend at the
Black Cat Strut and Classic
Hearse. Ambulance and
Limousine show courtesy of
the Ohio Chapter of the
Professional Car Society and
I ri it- Shores Hearse Club.
The car show is Saturday at
the Tamaron Country Club on
2162 W. Alexis Road in Toledo
from 5 to 8 p.m.. Car viewers
can then attend the Black Cat
Stnit from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m. for
music by E.J. Wells and the
I laymakers as well as the Rick
Nease band.
The car show is free and tickets to the Black Cat Strut are
$28 in advance, $35 at the door
and can be purchased by calling (419) 476-4321 or visiting
www.blackcatstrut.com.

Big Top
A Murder A La Carte Mystery Play
by:

Featuring

«fe»

Tom Chiodo
Thursday October 30,2003
Doors open at 6:00 pm
Murder Mystery Dinner Theater ^- *
Located in the Bowen Thompson Student Union
Multipurpose Room, 228

Students $9.95 Faculty/Staff and Guests $14.95
Purchase your tickets at the Information Center
Sponsored by:
Theta Alpha Phi. Theatre Department and the Bowen Thompson Student Union

Tuesday October 28
9 pm Union Ballroom

•Fuse
• Bonus Won
• Meeting Lions
• Illicit Citizen

Sponsored by the WeBuess CouectiM, BACCHUS/GAMMA, Jthe Student Health Service

<&k Domino's
Pizza
353-MEGA
(6 3 4

1 medium 2 topping pizza

(vaM w/ B6SU D arty)

7 Specials
for $7 each!

AfA AfA AfA AfA AFA AfA AFA ATA AfA ATA ATA AfA AI'A

ALPHA (J AMMA DELTA
weuld libs t© welceme eur new baby squirrels

FeilieS
1 small 3 topping pizza

2)

$7 Student
Value Menu

FratMvery
1616 LMtotster, Unit J

1 large cheese or
1 topping pizza

2 small
10 chicken

[aJOtt

18 cheesy b
& a 20oz. Coke
1 small cheese pizza plus 1
of the following: 5 wings,
cheesy bread, bread
sticks or cinna sticks

Darri Beidelschies
Parn Collers
Lauren Coyie
Christina Downey
Victoria Fastenau
Jennifer Fletcher
Katie Foster
Kaidyn Graham
Chantal Jindani
Melanie Krebs
Kate Lynch

Tricia Patton
Meghan Pauletta
Chelsey
igh
Megan
CouitiucRidder
V
Amy Ridge
Crysta^eamoi
Am
B
Kara'

VJV VJV VJV VJV VJV VJV VJV VJV VJV VJV VJV VJV VJV
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Brown theatre hosts controversy
By Andrew Clayman
wmrm

PUISE

The latest production from the
Department of Theatre and Film,
"The I ai■amir Project," has elicited plenty of emotion, discussion
and controversy during its current run at the loe E. Brown
lTieatre. Of course, this is the
play's exact intention, and it is
carried out brilliantly by a very
talented group of performers.
"The l -li.iinil- Project" takes a
raw but objective look at the
aftermath of the Matthew
Shepard case in the town of
laramie, WY. In the fall of 1998,
Shepard, a student at the
University of Wyoming, was
beaten and tortured by two men
who disliked his homosexual
lifestyle. Shepard eventually died
from the injuries he had suffered,

BILL
MALL0NEE
PERFUMED
LETTER
Paste Records

With a style that is reminiscent of old school 60s rock with
some experimentation on the
side, Bill Mallonee's latest CD
Perfumed letter delivers what
his fans have enjoyed for years.
Bill Mallonee writes some
very detailed lyrics that spin
poetic stories about love, but
therein lies the album's biggest
problem, livery one of his
songs, with perhaps the exception of "Shirts & Skins," is about
love; a subject that has been
written about since the beginning of time. Now, it would be
understandable if a few, even
half of the songs discussed tlie
trials of loving another person,
but this CD has them in excess.
Even so. his songs are performed well despite their somewhat repetitive theme. Most
songs have good beats and
solid guitar playing. In almost
every track there is some kind
of synthesizer or woodwind
instrument for variety, though
these are used too liberally in
some songs, making them just

and his story remained the focal
point of the national media for
many weeks. In the process, the
small town of laramie became
ground zero in the nation's ongoing debates over tolerance, religion and concepts of justice.
Inspired by the incredible reaction to the Shepard case, playwright Moises Kaufman and the
The Tectonic Theatre Project
traveled to 1 .u.in ur in hopes of
uncovering the human element
of a real-life drama. They InterViewed over 200 people, a number of whom would become central characters in "The Laramie
Project."
"The amazing characteristic of
this show is that every word
comes from those people," said
Anne Marie Sweeney, telecommunications major and member

sound strange. Despite being a
little too experimental at times,
overall the CD is entertaining.
Previously in the band
Vigilantes of Ix>ve, Bill Mallonee
has been writing and performing music for 13 years.
Now a solo artist, he takes
guest musicians with him on
his road tours.
For more information about
him, his music and his tour,
visit his Web site at:
www.billm^illonee.com.
- Dan Myers

CHARLOTTE
MARTIN
IN
PARENTHESES
RCA Records

The angelic voice of Charlotte
Martin will astound any of her
listeners. Her beautiful piano
chords and melodies harmonize her amazing singing voice.
Charlotte Martin, 26, is a rising star. With a voice like Sarah
McLachlan, energy like Tori
Amos, attitude like Fiona Apple
and anger like Ani DiFranco.
she expresses a unique talent.
The first song, "Your Annor"
on her new HP, In Parentheses.

of the ensemble cast. "Nothing is
exaggerated, projected or imagined. What you see is what you
get. But the play does well to
show all sides of the story."
With nine performers portraying about six characters each,
almost every opinion is given a
voice, no matter how offensive
that particular speaker may be.
But in the end, the final judgments are made not by the players, but by the audience. In this
way, the play avoids being
preachy and serves mainly as a
study of human conditions.
As director Carrie Lee notes in
the playbill, "The Laramie
Project" reminds us "of the complexity of the human spirit - the
depths to which it can sink and
the heights to which it can climb."
Aside from affecting audi-

she entrances with her musical
talent and it is difficult to be
extracted again into reality.
Martin's passion for music is
evident with her vigorous
strength in her words. She
seems to encourage her listeners that there can be strength in
anything. She is tnie to her
heart, honest, encouraging and
powerful.
There are only four songs on
In Parentheses. In every single
song, she has a way of making
her audience fall in love with
her. She vocalizes the events of
many of our problems.
Through her voice, a person
can feel what she feels. She's
incredibly captivating.
Her music is power induced
with her melodic piano expressions. I ler anger rings through
the speakers with her magnificently strong voice.
Martin can play more than
one Instrument which is very
impressive. On the track,
"Monster," she plays the electric
piano, synthesizer bass, drum
programming as well as vocals.
She writes her own poems,
sings her own songs and writes
her own music. What more
could you ask for? A woman
that can play more iii.ni one
instrument and express herself
in a manner that affects her

ences, the play has also had a
major impair on its cast, which
includes Bowling Green students
Matthew Gretzinger, Elizabeth
Davis, Julio Alberto Sepulveda,
Shelley Nixon. Khary lackson,
lames Strunk, lason I! Suel, Anne
Marie Sweeney and Toledo student Cathy I. Skutch.
"My personal experiences widi
'The Laramie Project' have been
extraordinary." Sweeney said,
crediting her director and castmates. "Everybody has just
worked incredibly hard, especially the men and women behind
the scenes. They never get
enough credit. 'Iliis is really my
ideal form of theater; a story with
a message of life and the opportunity for social change."

audience.
Being an emotional musician
for Martin is doing what sheloves.
Charlotte Martin is destined
to be a huge star.
- Rachel Bolxik

31

JUCIFER
I NAME YOU
DESTROYER
Velocette Records

It seems these days the latest
rage in rock is the two-piece
band. The White Stripes seem
to have made it famous, Akron's
Black Keys are doing their best
to sound like lack and Meg
White, and Athens, Ceorgia's
lucifer are doing everything
they can possibly do to tear
down what the Stripes and the
Keys are building.
In other words, lucifer
sounds nothing like the White
Stripes or Black Keys.
l-d livengood and Amber
Valentine make up the duo. and
unlike the blues-based cninch
of the Stripes or the Keys, lucifer
is a blend of sonic, dreamy and
sometimes industrial rock. In
fact, the sound of lucifer is so
diverse they manage on the first

question:

The UPS
EARN&
LEARN

Program

n

"THE LARAMIE
PROJECT"
WEEKEND SCHEDULE
FRIDAY: 8 p in
SATURDAY.- 2 and
8 p.m.
SUNDAY: 2 p.m.
"The Laramie Project" can
be seen at the Joe E Brown
Theatre on the ground floor
ot University Hall.
Tickets for each show are
$5.
Call 419-372-2719 tor more
information on ticket sales
tor this and future Joe E.
Brown Theatre events.

half of "Queen H" to sound like
Slayer, then quickly transform
into the shoeg;izin" sounds of
The Verve or even Slowdive. It's
a remarkable accomplishment.
Valentine sings, is the guitarist and is the blood and guts.
While casing us into such songs
like the opening'Little Fever,"
she sounds like Kim I X'al of the
Breeders. Flight minutes later
she echoes the primal screams
of Sonic Youth's Kim Cordon on
the vicious but cerebral "Queen
B." I ivengood is a solid drummer that anchors Valentines
hard guitar and even harder
lyrics. "I know you got a great
big hammer." from "Vulture
Song."
I "he sound ofjucifer is definitely their own though. Every
song has a high octane, dense
feel ready and primed for some
sort of musical explosion.
"Memphis" is trip-hop, lead by
a sinister bass line and "Fight
Song" is gninge, grunge and a
little more grunge, toned to
near perfection by Valentine.
She's naughty, she plays guitar
and she sings. I love this
woman. I love this band.
- hie Bug/bts

FINDER'S TOP TEN
1.LUDACRIS
Chicken and Beer
2. HOWIE DAY
Stop All the World Now
3 JOHNNY LANG
Long Time Ago
4. DAVE MATTHEWS
Some Devil
5. SEVENDUST
Seasons
6 JET
Get Born
7 BELLE & SEBASTIAN
Dear Catastrophe Waitress

8. TRAVIS
12 Memories
9. STATIC-X
Shadow Zone
10. MUSHR00MHEAD
xlll

TOP FIVE DVDs
1."The Matrix: Reloaded"
2."Scarface"
3."Animal House"
4."A Mighty Wind"
5."Holes"

WFAL FIVE ON THE
RISE
1. STORY OF THE YEAR
"Page Avenue"
2. SOMETHING CORPORATE
"North"
3. TRAVIS
"12 Memories''
4. UNSANE
"Lambhouse"
5. THE INCREDIBLE MOSES
LER0Y
"Become the Soft Lights"

BG Billboard is compiled by Andrew
Clayman. Contact him at •
clayman@bgnet. bgsu. edu.

other than m-o-m
and d-a-d, what 3 letters
will also pay for college?

sdn

Get up to $23,000* in
College Education Assistance

uaMSue

PART TIME
PACKAGE HANDLERS

T

^' T 1

•S8 50-$9.50/Hour-Weekly Paychecks
•Excellent Benefits-Weekends and Holidays Off
•Paid VacationsOn-Site Classes

NOW HIRING FOR
DAY SHIFT: 11:30AM - 3:30PM
TWILIGHT SHIFT: 5:00PM - 9:00PM
MIDNIGHT SHIFT: 10:45PM - 2:45AM
PRELOAD SHIFT: 4:30AM 8:30AM

UPS, everything you want in a part-time job and more.

Catch us at
Casino Night
After
Saturday's
Game

CALL: 419-891-6820
PclleOlltOlOgiSt P3lll S 6 re I10»« encountered some ot the we.rdest
creatures that ever walked the earth. Yet some ol the scariest things he's discovered aren't likely
to become extinct anytime soon. Sad to say. investment tees and expenses will probably outlast

us„II Thar**h»o. serenowas afraid of getting eaten alive.
So he turned to a company famous for keeping costs down. That meant more money

email: Steve Eich det1sje@ups.com
or Jami Rosier at jamilee@bgnet.bgsu.edu
OR SEE OUR RECRUITERS ON CAMPUS
Oct. 27 1pm-5pm Career Center 300 Saddlemire
Oct. 30 9am-2pm Career Center 300 Saddlemire

for him and less for the monsters.
Log on for ideas, advice, and results TIAA-CREF.org or call 800.842.2776

Managing money for people
with other things to think about."'

wwwupsjobs.com
.11 Iwtfor*
.ce »■») AnnuAi MiMifMA-CMIffr Itritftmail tyurl*" ft»4

"Earn & Learn program guidelines apply.
Equal Opportunity Employer

■fl
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Holiday house handcrafts costumes
By Andrew Scharf
CITY NEWS EOITOR

Silling across from u cornfield
along Home fi. the house seems
unsuspecting, hut inside it is
home to some of your worst
nightman's.
A terrifying world when' mummies, werewolves, vampires and
other movie monsters sit side by
side exists within the walls. The
store is a fantasy world where
nurses, pirates, kings and grizzly
bears share an aisle.
lor Ciregg Kerns this world is
not a nightmare or a fantasy, it's
everyday life. Kerns along with his
brother, Doug, own anil manage
the Costume I loliday I louse.
The store specializes in handcrafted costumes for Halloween,
theater productions and promotions. The business consists cil
three stores located in Toledo,

Columbus and Fremont
The family-run business has
been in operation lor ovet 40
years. Dorothy Kerns Ix'gan the
costume business in l!lf>9 after
designingwcll recieved mireois
tomes for a Mardi (Iras party An

interest in her costume design
skills quickly grew. Soon she was
overwhelmed
by
costume
requests, Kerns said his mother
never said no to a costume

planned to spend a year helping
his parents with the business following graduation.
But eighteen years later still
works to improve the Costume

request

Hobday House.

What started as a hobby
became a lull fledged business for
the family in 1969. That year the
Fremont
Costume
Holiday
I louse was built next to die Kerns'
family home.
Kerns spent his entire youth
growing up around costumes. In
grade school, Kerns was embarrassed by his mom's profession.
Kerns said he used to tell classmates that bis mom was a homemaker.
Hut as he grows older. Kerns
began to embrace the family
business. As a teenager he
worked in the store's mask
department
It was kind of cool growing
up," Kerns said. "I always knew I
would have the best costume for
I lalloween."
In 1985 Kerns graduated from
the Ohio State University with a
degree in marketing. Kerns

"It's still challenging, that's why
I am still here right now," Kerns
said. "Then arc still a lot of things
I want to do yet."
Kerns' business plans have
been working.
The costume shop has since
expanded to stores in Toledo and

have worked for the company for
over 10 years.
"He's a good person to work
for," said Ina Blazer, manager of
the Toledo Costume Holiday
House. "I feel like he is also a good
friend."
Kerns' parents and brother still
live next door to the Fremont
store. The entire family is still
active in business. The Kerns
have been able to survive working with each other.
"There's been ups and downs,"
Kerns said. "Being in a family
business, you're bound to have
arguments"
Surrounded by so many costumes everyday used to bother
Kerns, but it no longer does.
"There was awhile where I didn't even get dressed up for
I lalloween anymore," Kerns said.
Costume Holiday Mouse (pannes 50,000 costumes, with 95
percent of them made on site.
"There was awhile where I didn't even get dressed up for
I lalloween anymore," Kerns said.

Columbus, The Costume I loliday
House has also had some high
profile companies as customers.
The shop has made costumes for
Marshall Field's, American Red
Cross, Six Flags, the Toledo Zoo
and Walt 1 )isney World.
Unlike his childhood years,
Kerns is not embarrassed about
what he does for a living, even if it
is hard to explain.
"Usually I am pretty proud of
what I do, but it's never a two-second conversation," Kerns said.
Kerns' strong sense of pride
and work ethic arc appreciated
by his employees, some of whom

Matt Fornadel BG News
MASKS: Gregg Kerns, owner ol the Costume Holiday House in
Fremont. Ohio. The shop has made costumes for such
organizations and companies as American Red Cross, the
Toledo Zoo and Walt Disney World.
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"All Day, Everyday"

will, special guest

Mon:
Tues:
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Th-Sat:
Sun:
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11am-1:30am
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11 am-1:30am
11am-3:00am
11am-1:30am
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SUNDAY • NOV 23 . 8PM
SEAGATE CONVENTION CENTRE
TICKETS AT THE BOX OFFKE, AT ALL Ixtetmaster OUTLETS, CHARGC-BmONE
(419)474-1333*ONUNEATKI<emu9e'C0m TICKETS ALSO AT BOOGC RECORDS
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Apartment /House Rentals
Will be open on Saturdays 10:00 - 1:00
Starting in November
NOW RENTING FOR
2004-2005

...and don't miss the valuable coupons inside!
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BGSU Mom and Dad Sweatshirts also Grandma, Grandpa, Aunt,

^

Uncle, Sister, Brother, Alumni
(press on, sew on, embroidered, and screen print)

<8i

Sweatshirts, baby dolls, Jackets, Initial tees and hoodies, Knit pants and skirts

Collegiate Connection
'*

BG's Largest Selection of
Sorority ana Fraternity Products

Great Collection of
BGSU Merchandise!
Come get your clothes for
the game!
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352-8333 ^
M-F 10-8
Sat 10-5:30
Sun 12-5
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1045 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio

Bowen-Thompson
Student Union

%

Welcome Parents
to BGSU
Management Inc.

@
THE INFORMATION DESK

%

411 IFFFERSON AVI • TOltDO
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Off-Campus Students
Pick Yours Up
Today!
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SAT

2003-2004
CAMPUS PHONE
BOOKS ARE HERE!
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CALL 353-5800 OR STOP BY OFFICE
www.meccabg.com
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CALENDAR. FROM PAGE 7

Wednesday
10 p.m.
DJ Mandrel
Nate S Watty's
10 p.m.
DJ VatJim
Infinite Number of Sounds
Howard's Club H
Jazz Night
Easy Street Cafe'

Thursday
10 p.m.
Juctfer
Grand Buffet
Sullen
Howard's Club H
6 p.m.
Murder Mystery Dinner Theater:
Murder Under the Big Top
Union Multipurpose Room
7:30 p.m.
Movie: Close to Eden
Gish Film Theater

Birthday
Joe B.
from
the
entire
staff
at the
BG
News

Travel

Personals

Personals

Spring Break 2004 w/ STS, America's #1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring campus reps. Group discounts!
800-648-4849 or www ststraval com

Ain am Asn AIM AIR ASH
Jessie T.. Good luck with Review I

Best wishes on Review I Lil Amy!
Go be my little princess!1"
'Your Big"

WINTER AND SPRING BREAK
Ski & Beach Trips on sale now1
www.Sunchase.com
or call 1-800-SUNCHASE today!
BIGGEST SPRING BREAK PARTY
Cruise with 10Os Of Students On
The Largest & Wildest Student Party
Cruise! Spend 5 Days
In The Bahamas From $279!
Includes Most Meals.
Free Parties, Port Taxes!
Ethics Award Winning Company!
1-800-678-6386
"Reality" Spring Break 2004
As seen in
"The Real Cancun" Movie!
Lowest Prices. Free Meals &
Parlies. Book before Oct. 15th!
2 Free Trips For Groups!
1-800-426-7710
www.sunsplashtours.com
Spring Break-sign up with Student
Express and get FREE round trip
airline tickets to over 15 International d0»llnflll0n»'"eluding AruDa. Dominican Republic. Costa Rica. Caribbean hot spots and more.
Why ao with anyone elae, Limited
offer - call now. Commission rep positions also available. 1 -800-7873787 www.studentexpress com

Services Offered
Pregnant' Know all the facts.
Confidential free testing & support
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Holiday Personals
SPRING BREAK Free food, parties
& drinks! Our students seen on
CBS' 48 Hours! Best Hotels Lowest prices! breakerstravel com
800-985-6789

Joanna. Good luck on Review I.
You will do great!
V Your big. Miranda

AIR .MR AIR AIR AIR AIR
AIR AIR AIR AIR AIR AIR

AIII

AIR AIR AIR .MR MR MR

Best of Luck on Review I Mandy"
Your Secret Big
AIR MM AIR MR MR AIR
Little Nick-study hard1
Do your best and you will succeed
Good luck on Sunday!
Your Big. Matt
AIR AIR AIR MR MR AIR
AIR AIR AIR MR MR AIR
Lit BradGreat |Ob so far' Know your stuff this
week, now the real fun starts
I'm sure you'll make me proud'
-Rich
AIR AIR AIR MR MR MM

Brian. I am so proud of you.
Good luck on Review I1!!
• Your Big. Stephanie

AIR AIR MR AIR AIR MR
AIR AIR MR AIR AIR AIR
Faye.
Good luck on Review I!
You make us so proud!
-Your Secrel Bigs

For my little Jessica Reynolds.
I'm so proud of you.
you're doing great!
Your Big, Gina
Good Luck Mike!
You'll do great1
'Your Secret Big'

Joanna. Good luck on Review I!
Your Secret Big
AIR AIR AIR AIR AIR MR

AIR AIR AIR AIR AIR AIR

Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain

AIR AIR till MR AIR AIR
Uf Mandy-Good luck on Review r
Make me proud!
» Your Big Susie
-MR .MR MR AIR MR .MR

AIR AIM MR AIR AIR AIR
AIR AIR MR AIR AIR AIR

Good luck on Review I, Brett
Study hard!
-Your Secret Big

SrMty Spetials for* NEWIPVE
234 1/2 S. College-DW: Sm 2 bdrm close to
Campus. Off Street parking. Cat okay.
$295.00 + utilities.

Serving the University since 1918

* Jewelry & Watch Repair, Batteries, Bands
* Pendants
* Earrings
« Bracelets

* Special Orders Welcomed

317 Manville #L: Eft. ALL FREE UTILITIES. Two blocks
from Campus. Off Street parking. $275.00
123 1/2 W. Merry: Upper duplex close to City Park.
$260.00 + utilities.
518 Harvest Lane: 3 bdrm house with one car garage in
residential neighborhood. $750.00 + utilities.

#1*1
Cash or Check

ENGRAVING
Open Monday-Saturday • Comer of Poe & Haskias (Fairview Plaza)

332 S. Main St.

NEWI9VE

419-353-6691 • 1-800-569-3988

Parent's
Weekend
Special

Little Faye you're doing great.
Good luck on Review I1
V Big Julie

AIR AII1 AIR AIR AIR .MR
"Little Jessie B .
I'm so proud of you!
Good look on Review this week"
Your Big.
Jimmy"
AIR AIR AIR AIR AIR AIR

Good luck Brad! Know the Purpose!
Love Vein Secret Bigs
AIR AIR MR .MR AIR AIR
AIR AIR MR AIR AIR MR
Good luck Mike on Review I'
-Maria

AIR AIR AIR AIR AIR AIR

KLEVERS JEWELRY

* Watches
* Jewelry
m Diamonds

&in Ain Ain AHI Ain Ain

MR AIR MR AIR MR AIR
AIR AIR MR AIR AIR MR

PersoRals

85 Years Young!

* Engraving
* Plaques & Awards

•Your Big Amy
ASn AZn AIR AIR AIR AIM

Study on.

419-352-5620
www. newloverealty.com
newlol@dacor.nei

Rentals

Rock on.

I $1.00 off \
any large order of
stuffed breadsticks

Pdfl

(dine-in only)

tiriiji

■
>
>

mqh

Come check out our
Halloween beer
specials!

352-9638
440 E. Court SI.
Free delivery daily from II am to 1 am

Highland
Management

Hitting the books? Apple computers pack everything to make your

Hitting the dance floor? With iPod. carry up to 7500 songs right in your

130 E Washinqlon St . BG

college career a success. They exchange files effortlessly with PCs and

hip pocket. It's light and goes everywhere. And it works effortlessly with

(419)354-6036
9 AM-5PM

run the programs you need, like Microsoft Word. Excel, and

iTunes and the iTunes Music Store—the best way to buy and download

PowerPoint. Own your success. Own a Mac. Study on.

your music. Add speakers and you'll add a ton of new freinds. Rock on.

We only have
limit
remaining-

HURRY
IN!
Our properties:
Jay-Mar
The Highlands
The Homestead

University Book Store • Bowen-Thompson Student Union
(419) 372-7249 • bookstore.bgsu.edu

Check back with

us as you start
apartment buntlai
far 2004-20051
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
hlghland@wcnet.org

* Mail m rebate Vivt www4ppte.com/tMckioKhool ten terms and conditions ITunes Music Store requires iTunes A and Internet access Don't steel muwc
O 200 J Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo. tTunes. and Mac are trademarks of Apple Computer, inc. registered in the US. and other countries. iPod is a trademark of Apple Computer, inc.
Other product and company names mentioned herein may be trademarks of their respective companies. 130094A

Authorized Campus Reseller
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Personals
UT Bret! L
You are doing awesome!
Good luck on Review I
Your Big. Katy
Tim
Good Luck1 Make me proud1
Your Big, Zack
To my little Melissa
You are doing an awesome |Ob so
far. Keep up all the hard work!
Your Big. Samantha

Wanted
Got football tickets for this weekend
that you would like to sell7
Call 419-354-3255

Help Wanted
$550.00 WEEKLY SALARY- Mailing
our Sales Brochures from Home No
Experience Necessary FT/PT Genuine Opportunity Supplies Provided
including customer mailing labels.
Call 1-708-808-5182 (24 hours)
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

APPLY NOW START NOW
SJ2^5_Base/appt
Flex schedules around classes
Outstanding resume builder
Cust. Sales/Service
No exp. necessary - we train
All ages 18* Conditions Exist
Call Now1 419-861-6133
workforstudents.com np

Bartender trainees needed
$250 a day potential. Local
positions 1 -800-293-3985 exl 541
Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15-S125 & more per survey1
www paidonlmeopmions.com
Glass Assistant Mm. 24 hrs per wk
Must be Art major, willing to give 1 -2
yr commitment Flex, hrs working
in a private glass studio in Maumee
OH Duties mclud glass blowing,
polishing, shipping, etc S7.50/hr .
no exp nee Ret req 419-382-7645
Photographer is casting attractive
women (18*> for paid modeling assignments No exp necessary You
should have an attractive face, figure. & personality Flexible scheduling $30-75/ hr Sale. fun. no pressure environment Call Don for details & interview 419-732-2773.
The City of BG Parks & Recreation
Department is hiring adult basketball
officials and scorekeepers Salary
up to $13'game Deadline to apply is
Tues . October 28 Complete an application at the Park office at 1291
Conneaut Ave. and/or call 419-3546223 with questions The City of BG
is an equal opportunity employer.
VAN DRIVER-partlime
Provide
transportation lo & from social services agency. Must be between the
ages of 21-65. possess a valid Ohio
drivers license & an excellent driving
record 10-19 hrs wk Must be available from 2-4pm & 5-9pm M-F Salary $7.69/hr. Submit resume and
cover letter to lori stoic re wcnal.or?
or Children's Resource Center, P.O
Box 738. Bowling Green. OH 43402.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Help Wanted
Movie Extras/ Models needed
No exp. required, all looks & ages
Earn up to S100-500/day.
1-888-8200167ext. U112
VISA/MASTERCARD Approval
Agents Earn Sl.OOO/week potential
No experience necessary
1-800-821-3416 Ext. 237

For Sale
S5O0' Cars/trucks from S500 Police
impounds Hondas. Chevys elc. For

listing 800-719-3001 ext 4558.
1996 Dodge Ram Pick-up with
newer plow S4700 OBO
Call 419-409-0086
" Ybedrooms. 2 baths
Fore closure only $7200. For listings call 800-719-3001 ext H 584.
PS2 with 8 games, including mulli
tap 3 controllers In perfect condition. $200 or best offer 353-2938.

For Rent

1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
23
25
26
27
32
34
35
36
37
38
39

"' 1 bdrm apt. $450/mo incls uttl
Single room . $225/mo.. 2 blocks.
from campus, quiet residential area
Second sem . 2 bdrm apts available
S450/mo Call 353-0325 9am - 9pm
"Next sch yr. 04-05 Listings Avail
Houses & Apts. Pick up 24/7 at
316 E Merry *3 or will mail
Call 353-0325 9am - 9pm.
1 bedroom furnished
Quiet building. Third St.
419-352-3445
2 bdrm. apt. 1 block from campus
Off street parking One year lease
$600/ mo. 419-353-1005 (Kayl
2 bdrm. apt. avail now through Aug
Close to campus! S535/mo ♦ elec
Heat & cable incld. Call 352-2660

Social standing
Gala celebrations
Spoken
Jai
Pul forth effort
Composer Barlok
Brad ol "Seven"
Judgments
City near Santa Fe
Here in Le Havre
Gaea
Swallows
Light starter?
"Lohengrin" lady
Magnificent
Selling point
Bob and Elizabeth
Numero
Beat II!
Fathered
Mil. rank
Luau dish

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE.
INC.. RENTAL OFFICE
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Furnished, 1 bedroom in Sterling
Enclave. Jan. to Aug. S326 mo. &
Uttl 440-796-2259, ask for Kara.

Furnished or Unfurnished
available immediately.
Tenants pay gas and electric.
Starting at $390.00 per month.

ANSWERS
a d
:■■ i H
a a I 0
B|I n
i i
fi
1
1 V

VOTED BEST PIZZA 11 STRAIGHT YEARS

4 girls seeking house mate.
Rent is $230/ mo
Call 419-699-1700.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS.

Soap or horse follower
Muffles
Indulgent sorrow
Cake layer
Sculling pole
Official rebuke
Smear tactic
Govt agcy. (1934-65)
Hall-of-Famer Slaughter
Haute. IN
Corp. bigwigs
California valley
Upright
Antique shop's affectation
Lipinski jump
Venetian honchos
Ring out

1 v a

2 bdrm. unfurn. apt. 1/2 block from
campus. Available May 2004 t year
lease Call 419-686-4700

MOVE IN NOW 1 MONTH FREE
1 & 2 bdrm. apts avail, in serene
park-like setting. Includ. dishwasher.
heat, water. & trash. 419-352-6335.

40
41
42
44
45
46
49
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

J5.00 Minimum

See our coupon menu
in the telephone directory or
3525166 ask about our SPECIALS!

en Weekdays 4P.M. • Lunch Fri.-Sat.-Sun.

DESIGNER

Ac«t>t«

29

39

(419)354-2260

New styles each week!

5533 MONROE
i|(H)l)T(m\C'FNTI:.Rl

Located at 319 E. Wooster St
across trom Taco Be

ACCESSORIZE

419-841-8556

**r"

com

HAND
Also Backpacks
& Carryons

■'"•'

GOOD LUCK FALCONS!

LOOK-A-UKe
Small to
Med-Large

55

|24 HOUR EATERYI
1 IN BOWLING GREEN

GQLXEDOQ
gQQCOB
Th«

lul

l€«t li Town

Scary Movie 3
(1:50) 4:45 7:35 [10:25]

Texas Chainsaw
Massacre
(1:35) 4:30 7:20

[10:15]

School of Rock
(1:45) 4:35 7:25 [10:05]

We will be hiring
hostesses & servers
Watch for us at
1628 E. WOOSTER
next to Quality Inn

Runaway Jury
(1:20) 4:10 7:00 [9:50]

Radio
(1:25) 4:20 7:10

[9:55]

Schedule is for
Friday 10/24/03 - Thursday
10/30/03
) Denotes only Saturday and
Sunday
Denotes only Frf., Sat.. Sun.,
and Thurs.
Thursday is College ID Nlghl
Sign up for ShowTlme e-mails
at Clnemark.com

Management Inc.
WILL BE RENTING FOR
2004-2005 STARTING
NOVEMBER 19t.
STOP BY FOR LISTING
Call 353-5800

MaiiaKcnicnl Inc.

Q£

WNL CLN I'WI
1234 N. Main St (Rt 25)
Bowling Green
Moll 419 354-444'
Movtt Times 419-354-0558
www. woodlandtc com

716 E Wooster
1 bdrm »2
410/mo + Elec.
Across from Campus
OPEN NOW

1-2-3 Bttroom Apartments
Management! Inc.

FROM ONLY
$465!
Ground floor ranch
style apartment with
private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Laundry facilities
Pets welcome
Convenient on-site
parking

i

N

|HomeO«pOI

2 Bdrm Apts./one 3 Bdmr Twnh.
Dishwasher - Garbage
Disposal - 11/2 Baths Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Running a Special
BGSU Bus stop
FEW OPEN NOW

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt.. 215 E Poe

MUniUMM

I GVPSVIANE

Hillsdale Apt, 1082 Fairview

t

FREE HEAT
= VARSITY
= SQUARE
APARTMENTS

419-353-7715 t^T

2 Bdrm #66
Laundry on site
BGSU bus stop
OPEN NOW

Management Inc.
Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St. or
check website
www.meccahq mm
for complete listing
for next year.

hdUba

"The biggest week in Bowling Green football history"

WEEKEND

FRIDAY
October 24,
2003
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STttE UNIVERSITY

libur guide to the game!
#
WHEN NORTHERN^
ILLINOIS HAS THE BALL..
they're looking for 32. "The Burner," V
ranked third in the nation in rushing ■
average at 132.7 yards per game and
had a field day in De Kalb last year when
the teams met The team is equally
threatening passing, if only because
quarterback Josh Haldi gets single coverage every time because of his back.

IB
32 Turiwr
24 Hams

WHEN BOWLING GREEN
HAS THE BALL..

mf*
IPeny
49 Benson

QB

IB

5 Hans
4Jact*c

33 Pope
32 Lane

you might see a tot of points NHJ is
without starting middle linebacker Nick
Duffy, who is out for the season, and
quarterback Josh Hams has had another prolific year behind center (or in the
shotgun, it you prefer) for the Falcons If
BG's offense can keep their defense off
the field, it may be a long day for Joe
ik's Huskies.

IIIWl

,*»*?*-

E Gilbert

A
82 Fleck
83 Powers

RT

RG

66 VerStraete
62 Free

C

1G

68 Ebenhocb 63 Ghilani
61 Rojets
64 Schroeder 65Van»cker 65 Van AcMr

&&&& /HK/IK /& fs

IT

TE

62 Free
TSlueck

69 Cieslak
80 Raleigti

TE

RT

47larrelt

63Hiley

RG

42DiBacco

75Wenstrup

C

LG

76Mkhrlarian THMnrczkowski SSWarren
67Grubb

60Yanei

SlJton

LT

K

Z

MWillrams

21 Magner

SMcGrady

55 Mp

84 Martin

I8 6rantley

>

fti
4

CB

17Hewson
27 Ionian

fii f% ffi fix
DE

DT

NG

DE

90 Crossley
98Newble

94lelninger
9T Cootay

77 Thaler
92 Williams

57 Parks
69 Gardner

fh fh m /!K

SSCB

DE

DT

HT

DE

27 Lee

55 Reynolds

90 Wilson

91 Cooksey

96 Holman

12 Hansbro

71 Sykes

96Hoknan

SBPittman

34 West

fix fi\ Hi

fh Hi'.

MLB

.VLB

Sll

MLB

WIB

51 SaylBS

49Plepkow

11 Hewitt

38 Atkinson

22 Hawkins

SO Strati™n

9Cars«ell

3 Biitkes

56 lohnson

85 Button

50 Strotbman

85 Hutton

SIB

V

ss

FS

21 Grant
48 Smith

9 Hickenbotlom

/UK
WSCB

IBOrew
1? Hansbro !

5
V

23 Francis

#

BGSU Falcons Northern Illinois
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
18
19
20
21
22
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
30
31
32
33
34

Charles Sharon VvD
Janssen Patton
OB
Jovon Burkes
LB
Omar Jacobs
QB
ton Harris
QB
Brandon Jones WR
Van Johnson QB/WR
Cornelius McGradyWR
T.J.Carswell
OB
kgim Hawkins WR
Mitch Hewitt
LB
Steve Sanders
WR
Deaudrc Perry
OB
WillMyles
WR
Nick Thurman QB
Benjy Kennedy QB
KeonNewson
OB
Kenneth BrandeyllWR
TimCurran
OB
Jason Morton
DB
Ten-ill Mayberry OB
Cole Magner
WR
Derrick Lett
WR
Jason Robinson QB
John Nicholson DB
Anthony I licks DB
Tim Arnold
OB
LaveUeSharpe
LB
Jelanilordan
DB
Robert Browning DB
Michael Malone DB
MikeCrumpler DB
RJ.LaneRB
5-10
RJ.Pope
RB
Raishaun Stover KB

35
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
44
45
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
' 63
64
65

Virgil Robinson IV
Jeff Perry
RB
linen Hargrove DB

lonkins Reese

LB

Sl Ml III S|||s[ |, || 11

K

Irshad Bannister OB
leffRunnells
LB
Aaron Burkart
LB
Todd DiBacco
IP.
Melvin Cole
RB
DanMacon RB/I.B
liindon McCarrollDB
Patrick Curran
DB
OB
Bryan Jackson
Nate Fry
K
Craiglarrell
TE
Tcrrel While
LB
Ted Piepkow
LB
LB
Ross Kollar
Gavin Powell
DL
Kyle Culler
LB
LB
Andy Peterson
Daniel Sayles
LB
lames Williams Ol.
11MI,1111,iii Culp
OL
lamien lohnson LB
Devon Parks
DE
Rob Warren
OL
Rick Mauer
DL
OL
Jesus Yanez
Pascal Kokke
OL
Andrew Hart
OL
Robert Haley
Ol.
Drew Nystrom
OL
Patrick Watson OL

66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73

Edmund Massey
AndyGrubb
lohn liuining
Brian Gardner
Derrick Markray
lamal Bryant
Andrew Sanford
Kevin I liielsman

OL
OL
OL
DL
OL
DL
OL
OL

74

Ryan Dicas

OL

75
76
77
78
79
80
80
81
82

AndyWenstnip OL
Vardan Mkliilarian OL
MikeThaler
01.
Korey Lichtensteiger OL
Scott Mruczkowski OL
Kevin Norris WR/QB
Brock Mackcllar P
Joe Dyer
DB
JasonllollingsworthWR

83

Gregory I lutcherson WR

84

Justin Martin
WR
Jimmy Carson
WR
Danyl Owens
WR
loscfTimchcnko P
Sean O'Drobinak TE
Steve Navarro
TE
Mitchell Crossley DL
Monty Cooley
DL
Brad Williams
DL
Cameron Durham DT
Matt Leininger DL
Jonathan Jakubowski DB
Lucas Bartnick DL
Thomas Smith II LB
WillTeague
DL
Ryan Ncwble
DE

95
95
9(i
97
98

University Huskies
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

TE
Keith Perry
Andy Lothson
WR
Phil Horvalh
QB
Zach Ullrich
QB
Dan Sheldon
WR
Ryan Gilbert
QB
David McDermottWR
TB
lercmv Pugh
Lionel Hickenbotlom FS
losh 1 laidi
QB
Alvah Hansbro CB
Adriel Hansbro CB
Steve Azar(s)
PK-P
larrel Carter
WR
Gerard Taylor
CB
Shedrick Mossman QB
Dan Passarelli
WR
Randec Drew
CB
Andre Brown
QB
Robert Wallace TB
Akil Grant
SS
lason Hawkins LB
Devron Francis FS
TB
A.I. Harris
Curtis Crossley DE
Anthony Gallagh er P
Rob Lee
CB
CB
Andre Morris
Deon Smith
CB
Garrett Wolfe
TB
WR
Kevin Woods
Michael Turner TB

SET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COWSPORTS

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

JimmvToussainl CB
Ken West
DE
Dustin Htschig FS
Anthony Spacucello C
Dallas Bassett
LB
Brian Atkinson LB
Adrian Davis
TB
Antonio Tribble FS
Marlon Watson LB
|oe IlilbyCB
57'
MarkReiter
SS
Chris Salvant
CB
Nick Duffy
LB
Cas Prime
TB
Javan Lee
LB
Ray Smith
SS
Brad Benson
FB
Kursten StrotJiman LB
Keenan Blalark LB
Chamzic Carey LB
Edgar Rodriguez WR
Bob McLearen LB
Vinson Reynolds DE
Travis Moore
DE
Kevin Serfort
OG
I II.IIII Cervantes OG
Brent Blaschka US
loel Ellis
OT
OG-C
Matt Rogers
Doug Free
OT-OG
Todd Ghilani
C
Shaun Schroeder OG

65
66
68
69
70
71
72
73
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
96
97
98
99

Brian Van Acker COG
Jaki'VcrStraete OT
Jake Ehcnhoch OG
11 ister Chambers TB
Chris Acevedo
OT
NickolasSykes DE
Allan Bagheri
OG
SerenWoodfork-Bey OT
Mark Orszula OT-OG
Mychael McKay OG-OT
Ben Lueck
OG
Pal Raleigh
TE
Kcafta Dokes
WR
PI. Heck
WR
Shatone I'owers WR
Sam Hurd
WR
lason I Ii mi m
LB
lake Nordin
TE
Aaron Anderson TE
Turner Pugh
WR
Brad Cieslak
TE
Martin Wilson
DT
Leonard Cooksey NT
Adam Schroeder DT
Lorenzo Nichols C
Brandon Davis TE
Quince Holman DE
lustin Mclntyre NT
Eric Pittman
NT
lason Frank

FALCON FAMILY WEEKEND
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Letters from our
Best Fans
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Ron Hull,
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folhet of Editor-in-Chief

When It
Comes to
Support,
Sometimes
Parents
are Our
Biggest Fans!

Kara Hull

„- - - ssrytr -""'—
Kathy Whitaker-Foley,
mother oi Managing Editor
Corrie Whitaker

I) ■■■,/..
I

Several parents of
The BG News staff members
share their thoughts on
Family Weekend and what it
means to be a parent of a
Bowling Green Student
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It's Do Or Dye I Party! Party! Party!
Bull Creek Paintball Park
A Division ol RS B Games - An action packed idvtnlure!
30 Acre Paintball Park • Ten Playing Fields S Speedball
Pnvate Group Outings & Parties • Paintball Gun Rental, Sales S Repairs
Largest Paintball Selection m the area

<^^ Beer - Domestic
& Imports

Money Orders
- $.29

<^> Wine

Check Cashing

<^^ Snacks

Lottery

^^ Cigarettes &
Fine Cigars

Ice

All "d'aV'Basfc Admission S2.M

lor open play Sunday only

oxp '0/26/03

Bull C—k Paintball Part - Pertagt 4I9-26W7M • RIB Gamaa - Bowlinj Gnan 419-3S3-2I76
HaBGama«-FifKjUyl1W27-2l76 ■ HJB Gamei- Foilo.mi9-l35-4225
HOW OPEN Bull C™«* Indoor PahUball. 16021 Harmlll Rd.. Rodolpft, 419.J6M7M
www ftjgames com

South Side 6
"Where the Party Starts"
On the corner of Main & Napoleon

'■-

*N

»x

B6 Barbershop
Voted Best Haircut in Wood County!

We Now Have
4 Barbers!
Cut your waiting time
in half!
412 E.Wooster Suite B
352-3316
Hours:
8 3012 00 pm
Sotwdoy

B 30-5:30 pm
Cloud
Mon.,Tuo..!huti..lrl. Wad I Son.
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The calendar of events is taken from
I III |>

l W -MlvhllMl.tllll

Friday, October 24
8 ;uu. - 5 p.m.
Art Kxhibit:
"Sensory Integration" &
"Experiential Extremism"
Union Art (lallerks
10 .i.iii.l p.m.
Art Exhibit:
Radical I jnc:
Innovation in Chinese
Contemporary Milting
Dorothy tllier Bryan Gallery
Fine Arts Center
III a.m. lo ! p in.

Art Exhibit:
Xan May:The Image of the
City
Willanl Wankehnan (killery
Fine Arts Center
7:05 p.m.
Hockey game:
BGSU Falcons vs. Union
kx Arena
General Admission: $6 Adults.
$4 Youth (Grades K-12)
Tickets available at the door.
7:30 p.m.
Family Movie
"Finding Nemo"
Union Tlieatre, 2nd floor,
Bouvn-lhonipson Student
Union
8 p.m.
Theatre Production

The Laramie Project"
By Moises Kaufman
loe £ Brown Theatre
1st floor, University Hall
In the aftermath of the death of
University of Wyoming student
Matthew Shepard, assaulted
because of his lifestyle, Moises
Kaufman and members of the
Tectonic Theater I'roject made
trips to laramie and
conducted interviews with
people of the town and those
directly involved in the case.
This moving and leveling
mosaic of stories explores the
depths to which humanity can
sink but also the heights of
compassion and
understanding of which we are
capable.
8 p.m.
Family Weekend Planetarium
Show
Planetarium. Physical Sciences
laboratory Building
SI.00 donation suggested.

9 p.m.
Family Movie
"Sinbad, Legend of the Seven
Seas"
Union Tlieatre, 2nd floor,
Bowen-lhompsoii Student
Union

Saturday, October 25
8-11 a.m.

The Breakfast of Champions
202 Bourn -Thompson
Student Union
The Breakfast of Champions
recognizes students of color
who have achieved academic
excellence the previous
semester. Qualifying students
are invited along with family or
guests.
10 a.m.
Itilcon Family Meeting
314 Bourn-Thompson
Student Union
Take this opportunity to meet
staff from the University, have
your questions answered and
learn about MyBGSU.
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Art Exhibit:
Radical Line:
Innovation in Chinese
Contemporary Painting
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery
Fine Arts Center
in .i.m. 111.1n.

Xan May: The Image of the
City

1

Willanl Wankehnan Caller)
Fine Arts Center

10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Information Table
University Bookstore, First
floor Bowen- Tlwmpson
Student Union
Family weekend guests are
invited to stop by for schedule
updates on programs and
events. Pick up coupons from
the University Bookstore and
City of Bowling Green vendors.
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Radical Line:
Innovation in Chinese
Contemporary Painting
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery
Fine Arts Center
10 and 11 .i.m.
Education Abroad
201A Boiven-Tliompson
Stiulent Union

Learn about the many overseas
study opportunities available
to BGSU smdents.
10a.m.-Noon
Kohl Hall Cafe on the Ground
Floor
Chapman Community parents
and families are invited to join
students, their faculty and staff
for a collegiate gathering of
good food, conversation and
entertainment in the new
facilities in Kohl Hall.
10-11 ,i.m.
Office of Resident life Master
Plan Session
316 Union
The Office of Residence life is
embarking on a master
planning process for die
residence halls and houses.
Staff members welcome the
interest of those who would
like to learn more about this
activity. We would like to
solicit ideas and feedback from

the BGSU parents.
10:30 a.m., land 7 p.m.
Bowling Green Historic
Downtown Tours
I .earn the history and
architecture prominent in die
downtown community.
Restaurants and shops are just
two blocks from campus. Meet
at the Information Center, 1st
Floor, Bowen-Thompson
Student Union, 10 minutes
before scheduled departure.
11-11:45 a.m.
Young Peoples Concert Horns
a Plenty
Bryan Recital Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center
It may not be called "French"
anymore, but the horn is a "tres
manifiquc" member of the
brass family of instruments.
Come join Professor Rosemary
Williams and the BGSU Horn
Ensemble for a fun program
featuring die beautiful sounds
made by plenty of horns!
1 l.i.m.-1 p.m.

Honors Student Association
Luncheon

w

McDonald Residence HallCountryside Dining Room
Buffet luncheon and program
for honors students and their
families. Previous registrations
requited.

m must ix' accompanied by a
parent or guardian in order to
participate. For more
information, contact the BGS11
Outdoor lYogram at (4191372
2146.

11 .i.m. in>, HI

2 and 8 p.m.
Family Weekend Planetarium
Show
Planetarium, Physical Selena's
Laboratory Building
Sl.(X) donation suggested.

Career Success in a Difficult Job
Market
3/5 Botven- Thompson
Student Union
/\s students prepare for careers,
they are faced with a
challenging job market. This
presentation by the BGSU
Career Center will give families
and students suggestions to
help students be more
marketable to employers.
Noon
Family Support and Mentoring
for Students of Color
207Bowen Thompson Student
Union
This is an informational and
interactive session discussing
issues of academic, emotional
social and spiritual support for
students of color and their
families.
Noon-3 p.m.
International Fair
Around the World in One
Afternoon"
Bourn-Thompson Snulent
Union
Travel the bazaar of booths displaying clothing and cultural
artifacts from many countries.
Enjoy ethnic foods and
entertainment presented by
the World Student Association
and other campus
multicultural organizations.
1-4 p.m.
Family Weekend Climbing
Adventure
Student Recreation Center
This is your chance to drive
members of your family up the
wall! Families can "Try
Climbing" at the BGSU
Climbing Wall for free. Any
BGSU student can bring their
families to climb. There will be
qualified wall staff on hand to
help. Family members under

4 |i.m.

football Game:
BGSU Falcons VS. Northern
Illinois University
Dmt Perry Stadium

SOLD OUT!
5 p.m.
Visiting Metalsmith: Rocio
lleredia
101 Fine Arts Outer
Experience the art of master
metalsmith Rocio I Icrvdia in
the Fine Arts Outer.
7-9 p.m.
Falcon Family Talent Show
Multi Purpose Room Bowen
Thompson Student Union
Enjoy outstanding
entertainment by BGSU
faculty; students and staff.
Admission is free. Parents and
families of BGSU students are
invited to participate in a
showcase of talent.
7:30 p.m.
UAO Family Movies
"Finding Nemo"
Union llieanv. 2nd floor,
Bourii-Tliornpson Student
Union
8 p.m.
Casino Night
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Bowen-Thompson Student
Union.
The even! is being co-spon
sored by RSA, UCADI. Success
Challenge and Ill's.
9:30 p.m.
"Sinbad, Legend of die Seven
Seas"
Union Tlieatre. 2nd floor.

Bowen- Thompson stiulent
Union
Sunday, October 26
11:00 a.m.-1p.m.
Falcon Family Weekend
Brunch
lenhart Grand Ballroom

Bowen-Thompson Student
Union
Students may use their Meal
Plan or liiti Charge.

Reservations will lx- at the
door.

land 7:30 p. m.
1 .unify Weekend I'lanelarium
Slum
I'lanelarium. Physical Sciences
l/ilnnilory Building
SI.00donation suggested
2 p.m.
Falcon Men's Soccer vs.
Western Michigan
Coiiimne Fiiiil
3 p.m.
BGSU Matching Band

Conceit
"Sounds of the Stadium"
Kolxuker Hall
Moon- A lusical Arts Center
The amazing Falcon Marching
Band will perform many of its
on and off the field hits.
Tickets: $8 for adults. S5 for
seniors/students.
3:30 -5:30 p.m.
I lalloween Trick or Treat

ke Arena
Wear a child-friendly costume
and get free admission. Indoor
trick or treat route and family
activities planned.
8 p.m.
Tlieatre Production
"The laramie I'roject"
By Moises Kaufman
/<*■/■'. Brown theatre
1st floor. University Hall
(See description for Friday's
event).

Vineyard
Church
in Bowling Green

demonstrating passion for God &

Scars
Tower in

Chicago has
its own
zip code.

compassion lor people.-

Sunday @ 10:30 am
meaningful worship
relaxed & casual
atmosphere
1180 North Main Street • Bowling Green. OH 419.686.8117

no grease

no grills
Each and every sandwich and salad
is prepared to your exact taste.
Stop in today and see for yourself!

Winthrop Terrace
Welcome Parents to

BGSU!
Good Luck Falcons
Winthrop Terrace Apts.
400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

free

6" sub with purchase of
6" sub & medium drink

gums?.
eat tresh.

Valid at:
524 E. Wooster
828 S. Main St.
(New Location)
1234 N. Main St
(Woodland Mall)

expires 12/31/03
www.sobway.com
2001 Doctor's Associates Inc.
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"It's an opportunity to learn about
cultures from the majority of continents,
and to learn in a fun way."

Talent Show features
International family fun for weekend
ALLISON GERBERE, PRESIDENT OF WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION

Fair improved
for this year
By Kendraludemann
REPOHIEB

Visitors to the BowenThompson Student Union iliis
weekend will have the opportunity to explore many different
countries and cultures.
Hie World Student Association
is sponsoring an International
Fair on the first Boor of the Union
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday.
"The main purpose of the
Internationa] lair is to educate
visiting families and students
about different cultures," said
World Student
Associal ion
graduate advisor
Katie Baxtet
Booths featuring items from
different
nil
cures will be displayed throughout
lire
Ballroom in an
attempt to provide a fun and
edneat inna I

work and music
"Items displayed are cultural
items
symbols of tradition and
religion," Baxter said.
The Latin rock band, La
Revanche, will perform in the
Falcon's Nest during the event.
Visitors to the International
Fair will
receive programs
designed as passports which can
be stamped at each country's
booth.
I his feature should engage
even the youngest of visitors during I amilx Weekend, according to
Baxter.
" I his is great

especially

for

younger brothers and sisters."
she said.

There will also

The World Student Association
will have three booths at the
event Groups participating

>e a trivia game,
face
painting
and balloon animals.
Members of
tire India Student
Association will
also oiler henna tattoos.
In addition, visitors can have
their pictures taken in a photo
booth with students dressed in

include

traditional clothing,

atmosphere,

the

India

Student

Association, Chinese Students
and Scholar-.. Spanish Club,
French Club and the Russian
dub.
A few International students
from Bulgaria and Nepal will also
sei up displays independently
At the fair, some students will
dress in traditional clothing from
thecountr) thej arc representing.
Flags, jewelry and musil ill
instruments may also be on display Baxter said. Select booths
may also have food, videos, art-

By (ulie DiFranco
REPORTER

Bowling
Green
State
University has hosted a talent
show for Family Weekend the
past three years. The Office of
Campus Involvement wanted
to offer families and students a
family-friendly activity that
allowed B(iSl) to showcase its
talented students.
This year, there will be eight
people performing In the Talent
Show. Most of the contestants
showcase their musical talents
by singing, but lason Schwab
will be juggling instead.
Schwab is competing in the
competition because of his
involvement last year—when
he won second prize
The show is a time when students can share not-so-conimon hobbies like juggling,
according to Schwab.
"With a talent like juggling,
you don't get to show it off
much," he said.
Schwab will be juggling to
"Ball and Chains" by Sublime.
lunior Stephanie Wancheck
who also participated in the
Talent Show last year, appreciates the opportunity to perform
in public at events like the show.
vVancheck will be singing "\bu
Got a Friend in Me" by lames
Taylor.
"It's a great opportunity for
students to get out and perform

in front of students," she said.
According to Wancheck, the
show will Ix? fun because the
students in it all have a common interest for performing
and they don't feel as if they are
competing against one another.
The
Office of Campus
Involvement would like to see
more students enter the event,
but overall they are happy with
the turnout, according to
I leather Birshara, program
coordinator in the Office of
Campus Involvement and organizer of the event.
"Many of these students love
to perform but aren't performance majors, so it is a way for
them to showcase their talents,"
she said. "We would love to see
more students audition and be
in the show, but we understand
that students may plan to simply spend time with their family
during the weekend, or go to
the football game"
There was no fee to be able to
perform; all a student had to do
to
enter
was
audition.
Admission to the talent show is
also free.
The first prize winner will he
given a SKID gift certificate to
the University Bookstore, sec

ond prize is a $50 certificate and
third prize will be $25.
According to Bishara. organizers are hoping for an audience of at least 100 people.

Julie DiFranco 8G News

JUGGLIN' MANIAC: BGSU student Jason Schwab juggles in preparation for the Office of Campus Involvement's annual Talent Show.

Allison Gteber, president of the
World Student Association, said

she enjoyed seeing howmuch fun
everyone hail at the International
Fair last year.
"It's an opportunity to learn
about cultures from the majority
of continents, and to learn in a
fun way." Grebersald.
Due to the success of last year's
event, this year's fair will be
extended two hours longer and
was able to get more groups to
participate.

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
Metalsmith Heredia
comes to BGSU
Rock) I leredia will bring her
unique style of art to the
1 Iniversity over Family
Weekend.
I leredia is a metalsmith. She

GO BGSU
AT EOT
SEE YOU IN
DECEMBER!
-TIE DTE THOM-

Tuffy

Make a Difference
Day set for
tomorrow
Make a Difference Davis

•EMBRODIERY

"15% OFF SCHOOL APPAREL: 10/24,10/25
TOTAL SPORT SOURCE
t 10

-T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS AND FLEECE

WEST POE RD.

OH

419.3E3.341 1
WWW.TSPORTSOURCE.COM

STORE HOURS

MON

10-8

50% off
1
1

LUBE/OIUFILTER
& TIRE ROTATION

$21

A

QC' Most Cars
CfTGO
*** and Light
Trucks
! induces oiMer erforange**up05quartsofouaty
1
C-r^Toix^diftSSBluDe.amacotTi^veojWs^
I rsfttcbon Rotate al lour ires > *eu ol other oners

TUE-FRI

10-6

SAT

9-12

October is
Recycle, Ohio! Month
On Campus
419-372-8909

Off Campus

419-354-6227
Red Bin

BGSU Collection Containers
are provided in:
• residence halls
• cateterias
• classroom buildings

419-354-9297
Blue Bin

RED BINS City Curbside
Collection available
to residents in houses.

BLUE BINS available lor
residents in participating
apartments condominiumsmobile homes.
♦Call your landlord for details.*

Bowling Green Recycling Center
1040
40 N
N. College Drive (by the airport)

M-F 8am-6pm / SAT 8am-2pm

SAVE on our conffcto nwnttv or lop quaMy. Mm
MnawflrruflVTS-o^ttas^asyouownyouicaf
> uu ol otw ofers Uw care *vi igrt Butts

this national holiday to the
University's Family Weekend.
BGSUrve is trying to address
the issues of an aging population in America and will participate in three events with
local senior citizens.
The events will include a
cookout, bingo and a hoeclown.

Tuffy Does It Right!

Tom and the crew at
Tuffy invite you to
come in for an
alignment today!

MUFFLERS

Involvement will be tying in

* *TEAMS* "GROUPS * * ORGANIZATIONS

Auto Service
Centers

r — — — — — — — — — — —— — ■""
I
LIFETIME WARRANTED

Saturday. This national day of
helping others is a celebration
of neighbors reaching out to
neighbors. BOSUrve. through
i he Office of Campus

•CUSTOM SCREEN PRINTING

BOWLING GREEN.

I BLEED ORANGE FOR YOU.

work as been displayed in the
one woman show Divine
Inspiration. The show featured
over It) pieces of metal art created by Heredia,
The event is sponsored by
the School of line Arts, BGSU,
and Medici Circle.

uscs the sheets of metal and
the repousse method to create
pieces of art. Uepous.se is a
technique for decorating a
surface by hammering the
reverse of the object.
I leredia will hold workshops
on Saturday and Sunday from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in room 102 of
the Tine Arts Center. A publicdisplay and presentation of
I leredia's work is open to the
public on Saturday at 5 p.m.
Heredia is a artist of residence at Metalwerx
lewelry/MetalartsSchool. Iler

\W OFF ANY SERVICE
OVERW
Present coupon before service
Excluoes other offers

BRAKE PADS or SHOES

$29.95
Installation extra
| or ».»* Rer>W *h» W*rqs *nrj tr*cm rotooflrurns
I
.requreO Se"W"eo*c padsaro repBoemini pans rr«y M IMOM.
1
ataOdHoiaico* ^^oioirwofcrs-Wcarianrltgrftrxu ■

1067 S. Main St • 353-2444 ■ Bowling Green

;*

9

DROP-OFF AREA
OPEN 24 HOURS

www.bgrecycling.com

24-Hpur Drop Off Accepts:
•Glass Jars & Bottles
-Scrap Aluminum & Foil
■Magazines
-Scrap Metal
■Steel Cans
•Mixed Oltice Paper
-Catalogs
•Phone Books
•Corrugated Cardboard
•Newspaper
Only Plastic Bottles 11 &»2
-Aluminum Beverage Cans

For More Information:
Wood County Solid Waste District • 419-354- 9297
www.wcswmd.org

Thank You for Recycling!
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Letters from our
Best Fans
>\
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Nanette Baker,
mother o( Sports Editor
Zoch Baker
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Falcon Football ft
#S3 BG5LI vs # f S Northern ///ino/s
^
THIS SATURDAY- 4 p.m.
Doyt Perry Stadium
/ BE A PART OF FALCON HISTORY!
Here's the Game Plan for Saturday
ESPN Gameday @ the Doyt ■ 10:30 a.m. to Noon
Men's Basketball Scrimmage at Anderson Arena -1 p.m.
Meijer Tailgate Park - 2-4 p.m.
Music, food, fun and the world famous Budweiser Clydesdales
Falcon Football Kicks Off - 4 p.m.

First 12,000 fans get Thunder Stix courtesy of the University Bookstore
Video replay board at the stadium - get caught on the Falcon fan cam
Falcon Hockey vs. Union • 8 p.m.
Cool off with some BGSU hockey after the game

All BGSU

aVi
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Students Looking for Something Fun to
Do with Your Parents on Friday Night?

Falcon Hockey vs. Union
7:05 P.M.
BGSU Ice Arena
Students get in free w/ a valid ID
Adult tickets starting at $8

E5PJV College
$ GameDay #
Broadcasting
Live from The Doyf"
ESPN set will be located In the south end
of the stadium behind the scoreboard

The Excitement of
Falcon Hockey

Friday
5-6 p.m.

Fun for the Whole Famllyl

(students recommended to be at the stadium by 4 p.m. to get the best location)

Saturday
10:30 a.m.-Noon
(students recommended to be at the stadium by 9:30 a.m. to get the best location)
Tickets Available Day of Game
\at the BGSU Ice Arena Box Office
or by calling
1-877 BGSU Ticket

For more on
Falcon hockey
visit BEEUFBlcanm.com

Wear Orange! Be Loud I Be Seen on National TV!

PEPSI

Free Pepsi Vanilla
Saturday Morning
Courtesy of Pepsi

Falcon FANatic Store
l-l-i.ll.j7
UNIVERSITY

bookstore!
\jiwfifa

a sffiSEaECj ®? ana
®3Tng TTf^reiCT?=y?fiP,

&2 g (U? SHE unz^mi

http://bookstore.bgsu.edu
Visit the Falcon FANatic Store at Doyt Perry
Stadium "under the tent" in the endzone

BGSU Falcons vs. Northern Illinois Huskies
October 25*4 p.m. Kickoff
BGSU Spirit Items • Adidas Sideline Apparel • Champion
fleece sweatshirt • Russell sweatshirts • The Game hats

Fear the Bird t-shirts
sizes S-XL $14.99
XXL $16.99
Falconhead
hoody
sizes S-XL $29.99
XXL $31.99

oul.id. Doyt Parry *«»*•"■>• Com* oal u4 ••• Lo« Can*, Kirk Haraat'rit. Ctulr
r.wl.. aU Ik* MOT Itm Collxa. OHKDIY •«!. Balll kf like ■ I ■»,a>«p««- Gat
ih«t« .atly Wac»u»«. u aUllaautah.a a-aaka>a go. th.aa lima d.»w «jotV a ceawa.

::: COME OUT OR TOUT IN THIi IATCRDAY AT 10:50 » M OK ISPN m

edaaol.cavi/p«pr

GOOD LUCK COACH BRANDON & TEAM!
CO FALCONS!
Receive 10% off any BGSU clothing or
gift item at the University Bookstore with
game ticket stub on the day of the game
and next day
All purchases at the University Bookstore support University programs. BIG Charge, MasterCard,
Visa, Discover, Cash or Check accepted.

Serving the Bowling Green Community for over 70 years

